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CONVERSION TABLE

Conversion factors for U.S. customary" to metric (SI) units of measurement

To Convert From To Multiply

angstrom meters (ml 1.000 OO0 X E--I0
atmosphere (normal) kilo pascai (kPa) 1.013 25 X E.2
bar kilo pascal (kPal 1.000 000 X E+2
barn meter 2 (M2) 1.000 000 X E-28
British Thermal unit (thermochemlcall joule (JI 1.054 350 X E ý3
calorie (thermochbemical) Joule IJ) 4.184 000
cal (thermochemicall/cm 2  

mega joule/m 2 [MJ/m 2) 4.184 000 X F-2
curie giga becquerel iGBqlJ 3.700 000 X E+ I
degree (anglel rad'an (radl 1.745 329 X E-2

degree ,hrenheit degree kclvin IK) tx=tLof + 459.67).' 1.8
electron volt Joule (J) 1.602 19 X F_ 19
erg joule (JI 1.000 000 X E-7
erg!second watt (W) 1.000 000 X E-7
foot meter (m) 3.048 000 X E--I
foot-pound-force Joule (J) 1.355 818
gallon (U.S. liquid) meter 3 

(m3 ) 3.785 412 X E-3
inch meter (m) 2.540 000 X E-2
je• k joule iJi I L 0A x EA L-"

Joule/ kilograrn W/Kg) (radiation dose
absorbed) Gray iGy) 1.000 000
kilotons teraJoules 4.183
kip (1000 lbfl newton (N) 4.448 222 X E+3
kip/Lnch 2 iksl) kilo pascal (kPa) 6.894 757 X E+3
ktap newton-second/rm 2 (N.-s/n 2 ) 1 .0O0 000 X E+2
micron meter 1m) 1.000 000 X E-.6
mil meter Im) 2.540 000 X E-5
mile (International) meter 1m) 1.609 344 X E+3
ounce kilogram (kg) 2.834 952 X E-2
pound-fuoce )!bf avoirdupois) newton (N) 4.448 222
pound-force Inch newton-meter (N-m) 1.129 848 X E-l
pound-force/inch newon/meter IN/m]1 1.751 268 X L+2
pound-force/foot 2  

kilo pascal (kPa) 4.788 026 X E-2
pound-force/Inch 2 (psi) kilo pascal (kPa) 6.894 757
pound-mass (Ibm avoirdupois) kilogram (kg) 4.535 924 X E--I
pound--mass--foot 2 (moment of Inertia) kilogram-meter2 (kgm2 ) 4.214 011 X E-2
pound-massifoo°t kilogram!meter3 (kg/ri') 1.601 846 X E+I
rad (radiation dose absorbed) Gray (Gy)" 1.000 000 X E-2
roentgen coulomb;kilogram (C/kg) 2.579 760 X E-4
shake second (9s 1 .000 000 X E-6
slug ktlrgrarn (kg) 1.459 390 X E+ I
torr (mm Hg. 0 C) kilo pascal IkPa) 1 333 22 X E,-]

'The becquerel (Bq) is the Sl unit of radl'.actvlty: Bp - I eventis.
"The Gray (Gy) is the SI unit of ab.Lo aed radiation.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a research project that included laboratory testing and

analysis of the response of porous limestone to various load conditions, including high-pressure

loading of intact rock, shear loading of man-made rock jcints, and fluid flow through intact and

jointed rock. This research was conducted by Applied Research Associates, Inc. (ARA) under

Contract No. DNA001-90-C-0132 with the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA). The tests were

conducted by the Materials Testing Laboratory of the New England Division of ARA in South

Royalton, Vermont during the period Augtist 1990 through September 1992.

1.1 BACKGROUND.

DNA has a requirement to develop a high-confidence method for predicting structitral

hIdniiucss for use in the assessment of survivability and vulnerability of deep underground

facilities. The DNA Underground Technology Program (UTP) will develop such a methodology

through combined theoretical, analytical, and experimental activities. This method will be

embodied in a mathematical model for structural deformation and failure that accounts for

parameters such as ground shock waveform (e.g. rise time, peak stress, duration, and flow

field), facility depth, rock mass properties, and rock opening dimensions and reinforcement.

A credible weapons attack on a deep underground facility cannot be simulated at full scale

because of environmental and treaty limitations. Therefore, the method will be developed on

the basis of data from field tests performed at several scales and a fundamental understanding

of scaling of structural response in rock masses.

1.2 OBJECI'VES.

The objectives of the research effort reported herein were to:

1) measure rock joint stiffness and strength under normal and shear loading;
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2) measure fluid flow along joints and through pore space under high pressure

gradients;

3) develop mathematical models based on these measurements,

4) assess the influence of deformation rate on the mechanical properties of

limestone; and

5) develop a database that will contribute to the developmtnt of statements of

precision and bias for standard rock test methods.

1.3 SCOPE.

In order to satisfy the stated objectives, rock specimens were prepared and an extensive

series of laboratory tests was peformed, including a variety of specimen and loading

configurations.

Tihe body at the report contains descriptions of the laboratory work performed along with

summarized results and analyses of the resulting data. Section 2 describes the porous limestone

used for the majority of the test work, including its physical properties. A general discussion

of test equipment and methods is given in Section 3. Since many different types of tests were

performed in the course of this effort, details of specific testing are included in the individual

sections where the test results are reported. Section 4 presents the techniques used to prepare

the test specimens with man-made joint surfaces. Tests conducted for the purpose of mechanical

characterizatinn of the intact material are described in Section 5. The results of the mechanical

property tests that were performed on jointed specimens are presented in Section 6, and the

investigation of the influence of deformation rate is documented in Section 7. Section 8 presents

the results of a series of tests and numerical simulations of compressibility of saturated undrained

f alem limestone. The results of the high-pressure fluid flow measurements are presented in

Section 9. Numerical modeling of the various tests is described in Section 10. Section 11

describes ARA's participation in an interlaboratory test program conducted under the direction

of the American Society for Testing and Materials, Institue for Standards Research (ASTM/ISR)

A.1)



for the purpose of developing precision and bias statemcnts for standard rock test methods.
Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Section 12, followed by references in Section
13. Plots of selected response quantities from the individual tests are included in the various

appendices.
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SECTION 2

SALEM, LIMESTONE ORIGIN, DESCRIPTION, AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

With the exception of the test work conducted for the ASTM/ISR interlaboratory test

program which is documented in Section 8, all of the laboratory experiments were performed

on speciens made of Salem limestone, a porous material from Indiana. This Section documents

the origin and physical properties of the material and presents the results of tests performed to

characterize the mechanical properties of the intact material.

2.1 ORIGIN AND DESCRIPTION.

The rock used in this test program was a plrous limestone from the Salem formation in

Indiana. The limestone was originally purchased by ARA for the US Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station (WES) from the Elliot Stone Company in Bedford, Indiana. The particular

block from which the specimen material was derived was designated EEC58 by Elliot. Quarry

block EEC58 was sawn into approximately 72 smaller blocks having dimensions of

approximately 228 mm x 356 mm x 406 mm, with the 356 mm x 406 mm face parallel with the

natural horizontal bedding. The small blocks were shipped directly from the quarry to WES in

Vicksburg, Mississippi for distribution to the various labortories involved in the UTP and the

interlabortory test program. ARA recieved a total of four of the smaller (228 min x 356 mm

x 406 mm) blocks of Salem limestone from WES. At ARA, three of the four were split into

two sub-blocks for easier handling, and those six sub-blocks were assigned ARA laboratory

identifiers of SL-20 through SL-25. The fouri, a.as assigned the identifier SL-26 and cut into

pieces from which individual specimens were prepared.

The Salem limestone is a fine-grained porous material of very light gray color (Goddard,

et al., 1948). The four blocks received were very homogeneous in appearance with no

noticeable cracks, voids or other imperfections. All of the cylindrical test specimens were cut

with their axes perpendicular to the bedding plan.-s.
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2.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES.

The grain density of the sohd mineral portion of the rock, excluding all pore spaces was

measured using a variation of the procedure presented in ASTM D854-83, which is briefly

described as follows. A sample of rock was crushed into particles small enough to pass a No.

70 U.S. Standard sieve (0.210 mm). The resulting powdcr was oven dried, weighed, and its

volume was then determined by the mass of de-aired distilled water it displaced. Th1 volume

measarement was made using a precision indexed flask, and corrected for temperature. At least

one grain density determination was made on each of the four blocks that were used for testing.

The results are presented in'Table 2.1. The average measured grain density was 2.71 Mg/m 3 .

for blocks SL-20/21 and SL-22/23, and for blocks SL-24/25 and SL-26, the grain density was

slightly lower at 2.70 Mg/m3 .

In order to determine the porosities of the sample materials, oven dry bulk densities were

determined by measuring the gross dimensions and oven-dry masses of right cylindrical

specimens with flat ground ends. The dry bulk density values reported in TIable 2.1 are averages

of measurements on ten specimens from each block. The standard deviations on dry bulk

density are of the order of 0.005 Mg/n9.

The porosity, a, was then computed as follows:

n = Ps - Pb (2.1)
Ps

where: p8 = grain density

Pb = dry bulk density

The values of porosity presented in Table 2. 1 were computed individually by block from the

me. .ired grain density and the average value of dry bulk density. The porosities of the

materials tested ranged fron 0.162 to 0.171.
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Ultrasonic wavespeeds were determined on representative specimens from each block.

An ultrasonic transducer was placed on either side of the specimen. One transducer was excited

by a step function generator and the other was used to detect the arriving pulse. A 20-MHz

digital storage oscilloscope was used to measure the transit time. The transducer frequencies

were 670 kHz and 2.25 MHz for the compression and shear wavespeed determinations,

respectively. Compressional wavespeed measurements were made both perpendicular and

parallel to the bedding planes of the limestone. Since the measurements were made on the

prepared cylindrical specimens, it was not possible to make good shear wave measurements on

the cylindrical surface parallel to the bedding planes, and shear wavespeeds were measured only

in the parallel direction. The average measured compressional wavespeeds were 4.14 and 4. 10

km/s in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the bedding planes, respectively. The

average measured shear wavespeed was 2.38 km/s. Table 2.2 presents details of the wavespeed

results.
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Table 2-1. Physical properties of Salem limestone blocks
from which specimens were prepared.

Block ARA Lab ID Grain Density Dry Bulk Porosity
(M g/rn

3) 
D ensity

EEC58 Sg/0/2) 2.7092.2520.169

EEC58 SL-20/21 2.709 2.252 0.169

EEC58 SL-24/25 2.708122 0.17

EEC58 SL-26/23 2.701 2.264 0.162EEC58 SL-26 2.701 2.26 0.163

Table 2-2. Ultrasonic wavespeeds of Salem limestone specimens from the various
blocks.

ARA Lab Compressional Wavespeed (km/s) Shear Wavespeed (kin/s)
IID Perpendicular Paraliel Perpendicular

SL-20/21 4.16 4.12 2.43

SL-22/23 4.16 4.07 2.43

SL-24/25 4.14 4.20 2.34

SL-26 4.08 4.01 2.33

NOTE: Parallel and Perpendicular designations are relative to the limestonc bedding
planes.
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SECTION 3

JOINT SURFACE PREPARATION

For the joint tests, rock surfaces were prepared using three different techniques, as

described in the following paragraphs. Shear test specimens were prepared with a single joint

oriented 30* to the cylinder axis. For fluid flow tests, the specimens were prepared with a

single joint parallel to the specimen axis, approximatley along the diameter of the specimen.

This section describes the fabrication of the man-made joint surfaces and the characterization of

those surfaces using measurements made with a laser profilometer.

3.1 JOINT SURFACE FABRICATION.

Three types of joint surfaces were fabricated for testing under this program, smooth

ground, tensile fracture surfaces, and surfaces machieiJ tx, specified fractal dimensions. This

subsection describes the techniques used to create Ote r'-. different surface types. Photographs

of the uhree surface types are presented in Figure 3-).

3.1.1 Smooth Cround Joint Surfaces.

The simplest of the three joint surface types was ground smooth, but not polished.

Initially, a block of limestone was cut slightly larger than the internded specimen dimensions.

While still in the form of a block, a joint was sawn at the required angle. Each half, in turn,

was fixtured on a surface grinder where the joint surface was ground using a 170 grit diamond

wheel. The two ground surfaces were tht.n glued together with a water soluble adhesive

(common white glue diluted with water). After the glue had set, the cylindrical specimen was

cut from the glued block using a diamond coring bit. The specimen thus formed was cut to

length and its ends ground on the surface grinder. The final step in the process was to dissolve

the glue in water and clean any glue residue from the rock surface.
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3.1.2 Tensile Fracture Joint Surfaces.

As with the fabrication of jointed specimens, this procedure began with preparation of

a block of limestone slightly larger than the specimen dimensions. Instead of cutting the block

in two, it was lightly scored (approx. 3 mm deep) with a diamond blade where the joint to be

formed intersected the surfaces of the block. The block was then split between knife edges

sated in the saw cuts on opposite sides of the block. The rest of the procedure consisted of

gluing, coring, cutting, grinding, and dissolving the glue as was done for the smooth ground

joints and described in Section 3.1.1.

3.1.3 Synthetic Joint Surfaces.

We have used the term synthetic joint to refer to a surface manufactured using

numerically controled machine tools in accordance with a numerical map derived from a

spectral representation of a fractal surface. Various authors (Brown and Scholz, 1985; Brown,

1987; Power and Tullis, 1991) have proposed the use of fractais to describe rock surface

roughness. To our knowledge, fabrication of such a joint has not previously been attempted.

A modified version of a computer program by Brown (1991) was used to numerically define

the synthetic joint surfaces. That program implements an algorithm presented by Saupe (1988)

in which discrete Fourier coefficients are defined in two dimensions and then transformed using

a two dimensional inverse discrete Fourier transform. The relative amplitudes of the Fourier

coefficients,;a, were defined in terms of one quantity, the fractal dimension, D, by.

la 4,1= 2 j-(4-DjM (3.1

where i and j aire the indices of the ftequencies in two orthogonal directions in the plane of the

surface. The phases of the Fourier cocfficients were assigned random numbers uniformly

distributed between 0 and 2 1r radians, and the necessary symmetry conditions were applied in

formulating the Fourier coefficients to assure that the resulting surface function is real (i.e., no

imaginary component). The multi -dimensional Fast Fourier Transform subroutine, FOURN,

presented by Press, et al. (1986) was used to compute the surface map from the Fourier

coefficients.
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After the shape of the surface was computed, its amplitude was scaled by a multiplicative

scale factor. In the literature, the amplitude of a rough surface is often specified in terms of its

standard deviation, which is simply the standard deviation of the data set consisting of the

surface height at each point on a square grid of fine enough spacing to represent the frequency

content of the surface. This measure of surface roughness can be somewhat deceptive because

its value for a given fractal surface is dependent on the in-plane extent of the area considered.

To understand this, consider the two-dimensional problem of roughness imposed on a straight

line. If the roughness is simply sinusoidal with constant frequency and amplitude, then the

standard deviation of the height of roughness is independent of sample size as long as a large

enough sample is taken to average over several cycles. However, if the surface is fractal, there

is some amplitude at all frequencies (obviously, this has some limits in representing real

surfaces) and the amplitude increases with decreasing freiuency. For a givin fractal dimension

and amplitude, a larger sample will contain lower freqencies and thus larger amplitudes.

The specific surfaces reported here were generated from a 1024 x 1024 matrix of

complex Fourier coefficients derived using Df = 2.5, resulting in a 1024 x 1024 surface

function. It was scaled to have a standard deviation of 1.58 mm and then truncated to 320 x 640

points and assigned a point spacing of 0.20 mm, corresponding to a 64-mm x 128-mm surface.

Once the numerical surface map was computed, a second program was used to generate

instructions for a numerically controlled three-axis milling machine. This involves consideration

in three dimensions, of the shape of the cutter relative to the rough surface. The frequency

content of the surface map generated with 0.20-mm point spacing includes concave regions with

radii too small to be cut with the available tooling. Thus, for each cutter movement, all map

points within the radius of the cutter were checked to compute the new cutter position based on

the criterion that no extra material be removed. As a result, some material that the numerical

map specified for removal was left in the bottoms of the small-radius concave regions because

the tool was too large to reach it. This results in imperfect mating of the portions of the surface

that could be cut by the tool. In hindsight, some other criterion might have given better results.
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The surfaces used in this work were machined in two passes. On the first, a 1/8-inch

(approx. 3 mm) diameter solid carbide ball end mill was used with the geometry specified at

points spaced 0.80 mm each way while ensuring that no extra material was removed at the

intermediate positions. On the second pass, points were specified at the original 0.20-mm

spacing and a 1/32-inch (approx. 0.8-mm) cutter of the same type was used. The overall

procedure for fabrication of the synthetic joints closely follows the procedure for smooth ground

joints described above, except that th-. surface machining is done in place of grinding.

3.2 SURFACE GEOMETRY MEASUREMENT.

A laser profilometer was assembled for the purpose of measuring the topography of the

various rock surfaces. The rock to be prefiled is first attached to a fixture on an X-Y table

which can be positioned by stepper motors under computer control. The table can be positioned

with a resolution of 0.01 mm anywhere in its range. Attached to a static frame above the table

is a non-contacting position sensor that measures the height of the rock surface relative to a

reference plane. The position sensor is a commercially available unit that works on the principal

of laser triangulation. It projects a laser spot downward on the vertical and receives the

reflected light at a different angle. Depending on the height of the point where the light is

reflected, it is focused on a different portion of the detector. The detector circuit converts the

measurement to an analog voltage which is input to a 16-bit analog to digital conversion card

in the computer. The system has a vertical resolution of 0.001 mm over a range of 20 mm.

The size of the laser spot projected by the non-contacting position sensor is of the order of 0.1

mm. Thus, the spectral amplitudes at frequencies in excess of 10 cycles//mm are probably not

acccurate.

In order to fully characterize the geometry of a joint surface of the type used for

mechanical property and fluid flow testing, it would be necessary to make a large number (of

order 10') of height measurements. This was judged to be cost prohibitive. As an alternative,

the profiling pattern illustrated in Figure 3-2 was defined. It includes profiles in two

perpendicular directions, and consists of ten 2048-point traces, with 0.01-mm spacing between

points, arranged in four lines. Figure 3-3 presents measured profiles of a tensile fracture joint.
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The profiles are arranged on the plot to suggest the way they were measured, an 82-mm pass

along the axis of the specimen and 20.5-mm passes on either side of center, and a 41-mm pass

across the narrow dimension of the surface and 20.5 mm passes on either side. Corresponding

data are presented for a synthetic joint in Figure 3-4. The profiles shown in Figures 3-3 and

3-4 were processed to determine their spectral characteristics. The data in each figure were

separated into six 2048 point (20.5 mm) traces, and th-2ý mean was subtracted from each. A Fast

Fourier Transform (FF1) was then computed from each 2048 point trace. The FF1 computation

was performed with the subroutine, FOURI, from Press, et al. (1986). The values plotted in

the figures labeled FFT amplitude are the magnitudes of the complex array, H,, defined by:

N-i

H , ht 2IN (3.2)
k-0

wherc: hk - ka element of surface height array for one line

i f the square root of-I

k - index of the roughness array

n = index of the FFT array

N = number of points in profile array (here, N = 2048)

To avoid confusion, the computed FFT amplitudes have not been normalized, and thus their

units are mm, the same as the imput array. As with the standard deviations of a surface, caution

must be exercised in comparing FF1 amplitudes as their value for a given surface depends on

the size of the input array. The amplitude spectra of three representative transforms are

presented in Figures 3-5 and 3-6 for the tensile fracture and synthetic joints, respectively. In

those figures, successive traces are offset horizontally by a factor of ten for clarity. There is

clearly significant variation between individual traces from the same surface, and many of them

would be impossible to fit unambiguously with a straight line. In order to obtain a more

representative and useful characterization of the surfaces, all ten FFTs for each surface were

averaged at ..'ach frequency point. The resulting average spectra are plotted for comparison

without shifting in Figure 3-7. The slopes, and thus fractal dimensions, of the two different

types of joint surfaces are very similar, but the synthetic joint has higher amplitude by

approximately 60%.
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Power and Tulis [1991] present the following relationship between the slope of the FFT

amplitude spectrum, f, and the fractal dimension:

D/= 0 + 2 (3.3)

From Figure 3-7, the synthetic surface has a slope of 1.0, corresponding to fractal dimension

of 2.5 as specified in construction of the numerical map for machining the surface.
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Ground

Tensile

Fracture

Synthetic

Figure 3-1. Photographs of the three types of surfaces u, r r' joint testing.
The smallest divisions on the rulers are mm.
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Axial Scans

Lateral Scans

Figure 3-2. Layout of the profile lines for characterization of joint surfaces
on shear test specimens.
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SECTION 4

TEST PROCEDURES

This section of the report describes the procedures used to prepare and instrument test

specimens, loading methods for the various types of tests, and data recording and processing

techniques.

4.1 SPECIMEN PREPARATION.

The test specimens were prepared from the blocks of Salem limestone described in

Section 2. A water-cooled diamond coring bit was used to cut cylindrical samples 48 mm in

diameter with their axes perpendicular to the bedding planes of the limestone. For intact

specimens, the cores were cut to length on a diamond saw, and their ends were ground flat and

parallel on a machinist's surface grinder with a 170 grit diamond wheel. The finished specimen

lengths were in the range of 96-100 mm. The jointed specimens, which were the same size as

the intact ones, were prepared as described in Section 3. In all tests, th, ecimen was :ealed

inside a membrane, or jacket, to separate it from the confining fluid. At pressures of 10 MPa

and above, a jacket of heat-shrinkable polyolefin tubing was used for this purpose. Tests

performed on the polyoletin jacketing material indicate that it can add a maximum of

approximately 0.2 MPa of additional confinement under large radial expansion. For confining

pressures of 20 MPa and larger, this error of I % or less was considered acceptable. A less stiff

latex membrane was employed in its place at lower pressures. In either case, the jacket was

sealed to the hardened steel endcaps at both ends using epoxy adhesive and wire clamps, as

shown in Figurc 4-I.

For joint testing in this configuration, it is essential to minimize the friction between the

ends of the specimen and the steel endcaps. This is accomplished through the use of lubricating

materials as shown in Figure 4-1. The endcap lubrication system consists of a 0.013-mm layer

of copper against the specimen and two 0.05-mm layers of teflon lubricated with a drop of

kerosene. Evaluations made under simulated test conditions, have shown that the coefficient of

fhiction across the specimen-endcap interface is less than 0.0,.
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4.2 MOISTUIRE CONTENT PREPARATION.

In the course of this work, tests were conducted on specimens having moisture conditions

ranging from dry to fully saturated. The following subsections describe the procedures for

preparing rock test specimens for those conditions.

4.2.1 Unsaturated Specimens.

In preparation for testing in the dry or unsaturated conditions, specimens were held in

a labor-Atory oven at 105°C for at least 24 hours. Upon completion of this step, the rock was

considered to have zero moisture content. At that point the specimen was weighed and

measured. As discussed in Section 5.1, the oven dry specimens have been shown to exhibit

higher unconf'ied strengths than i tally id'eitical specimens with a few pecent water content.

Since the in situ structures that motivate tL i study are nearly always wet, the strengths of

interest are those of the wet material. Thus, Lhe majority of tests were run with approximately

2% water content by weight. For the limestone with 0.169 porosity, this corresponds to a

degree of saturation of approximately 0.3, i.e. 30% of the void space of the rock was filled with

water. To achieve this condition, the oven dry specimen was sealed in a plastic bag with the

necessary quantity of water for approximately 2 hours.

4.2.2 Saturated Specimens.

The equipment used to saturate the porous limestone specimens is shown schematically

in Figure 4-2. The entire procedure was performed with the specimen mounted on the pedestal

of the triaxial apparatus where it was to be tested. In preparation for testing, the specimen was

sealed between endcaps with a jacket, as described in Section 4.1. The saturation was

accomplished through a valved port in the base cap which forms a conduit between d.., pore

space of the specimen and the atmosphere external to the pressure vessel. The specimen was

first evacuated and then filled with de-aired deionized water under a low pressure. This pressure

was sufficient to slightly oversaturate the specimen, i.e. there was a larger volume of fluid inside

the jacket than required to fill the pore space of the specimen. Therefore, some of the fluid was

allowed to collect between the specimen and the jacket. The valve was then closed and the
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pressure vessel filled with oil and pressurized to approximately 4 MPa. Because of the excess

fluid under the jacket, the pore pressure in the specimen at that point in the procedure was the

same as the confining pressure. During this pressure soak phase, any minute amounts of air

remaining in the pore space of the rock went into solution in the water. Prior to beginning the

test, a small amount of water was released from the specimen, resulting in a drop in pore

pressure to approximately 1.6 MPa. The ratio of pore pressure to confining pressure of 0.4 was

selected as the starting condition because it approximates the stress ratio that would exist if a

fully saturated but unstressed specimen was loaded hydrostatically without drainage. This is

discussed further in Section 8. Since the valve that controls the pore fluid flow is located in the

base cap, approxinmately 5 mm from the base of the specimen, the dead volume of fluid is

approximately 1% of the pore volume of the specimen, and the compliance of the saturation

system is negligible.

4.3 LOADING.

The triaxial test apparatus used to conduct these tests can apply two independently

controllable components of load. The specimen is surrounded by a pressure vessel. When

confining fluid is pumped into the vessel, the resulting pressure acts uniformly over the entire

surface of the test specimen. There is also an axial loading piston that penetrates the vessel

through a seal and bears on the top cap of the prepared specimen. The loading piston imposes

an axial deformation on the specimen, resulting in an incremental axial stress.

In this program, two different loading schemes were employed, as described in the

following subsections.

4.3.1 Triaxial Compression.

The majority of testing was done under conventional triaxial compression test conditions,

i.e. the confining pressure was held constant while a compressive axial deformation was

imposed. Where possible, loading continued until an axial deformation of at least 5% of the

specimen length was reached. Axial strain rates ranging from lOr to 10-2 s' were used.
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4.32 Hydrostatic Compression.

In the hydrostatic compression tests, the jacketed specimens were simply loaded by fluid

pressure with no additional loading from the piston.

4.3.3 Unlaxial Strain.

In a uniaxial strain test, the specimen is compressed axially while controlling the

confining pressure such that no specimen deformation is allowed in the radial direction. The

loading was controlled based on real-time feedback from the deformation instruments to achieve

a specified deformation history.

4.4 INSTRUMENTATION.

Electronic instruments were used to measure the confining stress and axial load applied

to the specimen, and the resulting pore pressure and sr imen deformation.

Confining pressure measurements were made with a commercial pressure transducer with

the sensing element consisting of a strain gaged diaphragm. A load cell inside the pressure

vessel, located between the top cap of the specimen and the loading piston was used to measure

the axial load. Since it was inside the pressure vessel, it was not subject to errors due to seal

friction. It was, however, subjected to the confining ,sure. Its design, consisting of a full

strain gage bridge, makes the internal load cell, in the ideal case, insensitive to the confining

pressure. Since it is not ideal, there is a slight sensitivity which has been quantified and a

correction was applied during data reduction.

The pore pressure was measured by a piezoresistive pressure transducer located in the

basecap as illustrated in Figure 4-1. The pore pressure transducer was located immediately

adjacent to the base of the specimen, minimizing the dead volume of fluid, and hence

minimizing extraneous compliance.
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Specimen deformations were measured with Linear Variable Differential Transformers

(LVDTs). Each specimen was instrumented with three LVDTs as shown in Figure 4-1. Two

LVDTs were attached to the base caps on diametrically opposite sides of the specimen to

measure axial deformation. Since the axial LVDTs were mounted to the endcaps, the resulting

displacement measurement included the deformation of the endcaps and lubricating materials in

addition to the intended axial deformation of the rock specimen. A correction was applied

during data reduction to eliminate the effect of endcap and lubricating membrane deformation

from the measurements.

The third LVDT, used to monitor radial deformation of the test specimen, was mounted

in a reference ring at the specimen's mid-height. In the conventional triaxial compression tests,

all of loading and measurements take place at a constant confining pressure. Thus, there should

be negligible change in the thickness of the jacket as the test progresses, and the radial

deformation measurements are made on the outside of the jacket. In contrast, the strain path

tests require that the confining pressure change throughout the test, resulting in variations in

jacket compression during the test. In those tests the radial deformation measurements were

made using studs glued to the specimen through holes in the jacket and sealed to the jacket with

o-rings. In this manner, error due to jacket compression was eliminated.

4.5 DATA RECORDING AND REDUCTION.

All channels of instrumentation were digitally recorded using a 12-bit analog-to-digital

converter. Since the strain rates in the various tests varied over orders of magnitude, sampling

rates were adjusted to provide the necessary resolution in each test. The digitized data were then

multiplied by the appropriate calibration factors to convert to engineering units and, where

necessary, corrected for pressure effects.

The axial stress was computed by dividing the measured axial load by the original cross

sectional area of the test specimen. The triaxial compression tests performed at pressures of 50

MPa and greater are presented in terms of true axial stress (or stress difference) which is

computed by dividing the axial force (or load difference) by the current cross sectional a.°m at
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each time point. The reported axial deformation was computed as the average of the results of

the two axial LVDT measurements. It was corrected for endcap deformation and thus represents

the change in length of the entire specimen. When sliding occurs alone a joint, the reference

ring holding the radial LVDT rotates away from the horizontal, resulting in error in the radial

deformation measurement. A correction based on the amount of axial deformation was applied

to the radial measurement to correct for the rotation error.

For undrained tests, the effective stress was computed by subtracting the measured pore

pressure fhm the total stes.

Additional processing was required to compute the joint response quantities. The shear

and normal stresses on the joints were computed as follows:

o ad= + o rF 2 0  (4.1)

01- co 2
2 2

a sin 2e (4.2)

2

where: a. = normal stress on joint (+ is compressive)

a, = axial stress on the specimen

o, = radial stress on the specimen = confining pressure

0 = joint angle with respect to the core axis

S= shear stress on the joint

The normal and tangential deformation of a joint were computed by first finding the

difference between the overall deformations of a specimen containing a joint and the

corresponding deformations of an intact specimen from an adjacent location in the same horizon.

This computation was made only for those jointed specinmens that failed by joint sliding. Since

the stress supported by the jointed specimen was limited by the joint failure mode, the intact

portions above and below the joint did not fail. Therefore, only the pre-failure portion of the

intact test data was used to make the correction for deformation of the intact material. In
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making this calculation, the intact deformation record was interpolated to the same stress levta.;

as in the jointed test data. Once the response of the joint was isolated in terms of axial and

radial deformation, the following transformation was made to arrive at deformations normal and

tangential to the joint:

AM = A sin e + A,P o e (4.3)

As = Ad cm e - A, sin e (4.4)

where: A, = joint normal deformation; positive implies joint compaction

A. = axial deformation due to joint; positive implies the ends of the

specimen move toward each other

4 = radial deformation due to joint; positive implies opposite sides of the

specimen move toward ech other

, = joint tangential deformation; positive implies sliding of the joint such

that the ends of the specimen move toward each other
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SECTION 5

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF INTACT LIMESTONE

The mechanical properties of Salem limestone have been studied extensively under

various DNA-sponsored contracts (Chitty and Blouin, 1990, 1992, 1993; Cummings, 1991).

In spite of the fact that it is locally a very uniform material, values of porosity ranging from

0.12 to 0.17 have been observed. Since a complete set of mechanical property data was not

available for Salem limestone with the same porosity as the specimen material (n = 0. 17), a

limited series of standard and special tests was run to piavide a characterization of the intact

material. This includes unconfined compression tests at various water contents, unconfined

compression tests in which the test machine was specially modified and controlled to measure

the post-failure behavior of the material, triaxiai compression tests at a range of confining

pressures up to 400 MPa, hydrostatic compression tests, and uniaxial strain tests. This

subsection presents the results of those tests.

5.1 UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS.

Two sets of unconfined compression tests were performed for different purposes. Near

the beginning of the project, a series of tests was performed to investigate the influence of water

content on the mechanical response of the limestone. Those tests are documented in Section

5.1.1. A second set of unconfined compression tests, described in Section 5.1.2, was performed

to determine the post-fai!urc response of the material.

5.1.1 Unconfmned Compressiou Tests at Various Water Contents.

In previous work, (Chitty and Blouin, 1993), it was found that the unconfined strengths

measured for limestones exhibited a strong dependence on water content, with oven dry

specimens having significantly higher strength than those with higher water contents. In order

to quantify that effect for Salem limestone, a series of 14 unconfined compression tests was

performed on specimens from the same block of limestone. These tests were done at water

contents (mass of water divided by mass of dry rock) ranging from 0 to 0.055, corresponding
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to degrees of saturation (volume of water divided by volume of void space) of 0 to 0.72. Thl

results of those tests are summarized in Table 5-1 and plotted in Figure 5-1. The values for

elastic modujus and Poisson's rAtio presented in Table 5-5 were computed by least squares fits

to the test data over a range of 25-65 % of the unconfined strength. Consistent with the previous

results, the three oven dry specimens had strengths averaging 58.2 MPa while the eight with

water contents in excess of 0.01 had strengths averaging only 48.3 MPa. The elastic moduli

were also higher for the dry specimens.

It is sometimes reported in the literature that rocks are tested in the 'air dry* or 'lab dry"

condition. In order to quantify those expressions, an experime'nt -', performed on a group of

27 specimens that had been exposed to ambient condl,,icnib in the ARA laboratory for at least two

weeks since coring (using water as coolant) and grinding. They were weighed, oven dried at

105 C for 48 hours, and then reweighed. The moisture contents thus determined averaged

0.00042 with standard deviation of 0.00006. Based on the data presented in Tablc 5-1, the air

dry specimens clearly have moisture contents in a range that would be expected to exhibit

unconfined strengths sig.ificantly higher than moist specimens.

As a result of this study, we performed all tests on unsaturated specimens at a water

content in excess of 0.01 in order to eliminate any influence of an over-dry condition on test

results.

5.1.2 Post-Failure Response of Limestone in Unconfined Compression.

In a typical unconfined compression test, the objectives are to measure the strength of

the material and possibly the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio on initial loading. With these

as objectives, it is only necessary to iml • increasing axial strain (shortening) on the

specimen until the load supported by the specimen peaks and begins to decrease. In such a test,

strain energy increases in the test machine as the load in the specimen increases. Under typical

circumstances, that energy is released into the specimen as it fails, causing a sudden dynamic

axial deformation, and making it impossible to measure the post-failure response of the

specimen. The tests reported here weie conducted using procedures specially developed to
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prevent the release of energy into the specimen upon failure and make it possible to record post-

failure response.

Two modifications to the usual test techniques were implemented to accomplish this.

First, an aluminum alloy stiffener ring was installed concentric with the test specimen and loaded

in pardlel with it. This is illustrated in Figure 5-2. Thus, when the specimen failed, the load

in the test machine was transferred to the stiffener ring. Since the ring was stiffer than the test

specimen, even before failure, it significantly limited the elastic rebound of the test machine

upon specimen failure. A small load cell was placed atop the specimen within the ring so that

it measured only that portion of the load applied to the specimen. In order to stay within the

elastic range of the stiffener ring, the components of the system were sized such that

approximately half of the rock specimen's elastic deformation was imposed before the stiffener

began to be loaded.

The second modification was a special configuration of the test machine's servo-control

system. In the usual control mode, a displacement transducer attached to the loading piston is

used as feedback for the control system. While this is adequate under momt circumstances, the

control requirement for this type of test was very rigorous and the deformation of the load frame

made it impossible to achieve the necessary precision in control. Thus, it was necessary take

the feedback signal from the displacement transducers mounted directly to the steel endcaps on

either end of the test specimen. Because the transducers were mounted to the endcaps and not

directly to the specimen, they also measured some amount of endcap deformation. It is usual

practice to correct for this in post-test processing. However, for these tests, it was necessary

to include a correction for endcap deformation in the computation of the control signal. An

attempt was made to avoid this complication by attaching the axial deformation transducers

directly to the specimen. While this worked well during the elastic portion of the test, the

attachment points tended to slip upon failure of the specimen, ma g subsequent control

impossible. The criterion used to control the test was to move the ends of the specimen closer

together at a constant rate.
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Figure 5-3 presents an overlay of stress-strain curves from six nominally identical tests.

Of the six, four fall very close together while one is significantly stronger and one is

significantly weaker. In all of theses unconfined tests, the softer portion of the stress-strain

curve on initial loading is attributable to seating of the enccaps against the ends of the specimen.

Appendix B presents individual plots of these tests, including radial strains measured at two

locations 900 apart.

5.2 TRIAXIAL COMPRMSSION TESTS.

A series of triaxial compression tests at pressures ranging up to 400 MPa was performed

to define the strength envelope of the Salem limestone in the intact condition. Those tests are

documented in Section 5.2.1. Some of those test results were used along with tests on jointed

specimens to derive the joint deformation data presented in Section 6. A brief zest series,

described in Section 5.2.2, was also conducted to investigate the effects of specimen a~pcct ratio

and ePd conditions on the measured strength and deformations. Additional triaxial compressio,

tests on intact specimens wLrc performed to investigate the influence of strain rate, and those

are. described in Secdon 7.

5.2.1 Intact Strength Determination.

The strength of the intact Salem limestone was determined through a series of triaxial

compression tests at pressures ranging from zero (unconfined) to 400 MPa, as summarized in

Table 5-2. The triaxial compression testing emphasized the pressure regime of interest to joints,

i.e. confining pressures of less than 50 MPa. Figure 5-4 presents axial stress-strain curves from

triaxial compression tests at confining pressures ranging from 0 to 35 MPa. For those tests in

which the stress difference reached a maximum and then decreased, the state of stress at that

naximum was taken as a point on the strength envelope. Above the brittle-ductile transition

(-35 MPa confining pressure), where the stress did not pezk during the tests, the stress state

(in terms of true stress) corresponding to 15% axial strain was assumed to define the strength

envelope. In the low pressure (brittle) regime, where failure occurs at strains less than 1 %, the

difference between true and engineering stress is insignificant. Strength data for the full range
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of pressures arc presented in Figure 5-5, and Figure 5-6 shows more detail in the low pressure

range. Data from the triaxial compression tests that were not used for computation of joint

deformations are presented in Appendix C. The data from joint-related t-iaxial compression tests

on intact specimens are included with the joint tests in Section 6 and related appendices.

5.2.2 Investigation of Specimen Aspect Ratio and End Conditions.

In previous work (Chitty and Blouin, 1992), the techniques described in Section 4 were

developed to reduce the friction between the ends of the rock specimen and the steel enacaps

through which the axial load is applied. For a triaxial compression test in the ductile regime,

this lubrication technique produces uniform radial expansion over the height of the specimen

rather tha the barrel shape that typically results when the specimen-endcap interface is not

lubricated. This approach has also worked well to reduce friction for shear testing of jointed

specimens. For tests on intact specimens in the brittle regime and around the brittle-ductile

transition, tle reduced effective confinement at the ends of the specimen resulting from the

reductior in end friction apparently makes it possible for failure to be initiated at locations other

than at specimen mid-height. If radial deformation gages are only installed at or near the center

of the specimen and failure is initiated near one of the ends, then the radial expansion in the

failure zone will not be measured. This effect has been observed in many triaxial compression

tests on intact specimens at confining pressures of in:',rest to joint strength investigation.

Measurements of the permanent volume change of a material following loss of strength are

important for constitutive modeling of rocks and soils to support explosive effects calculations,

and accurate axial and radial deformation measurements are essential for definition of the volume

change of the specimen under load. Further, Chitty and Blouin (1990) demoinstrated that the

non-urifofn radial deformation of a triaxial compression specimen is accompanied by a non-

uniform axial strain field, making accurate computation of the volumetric behavior of the

specimen impossible.

In order to investigate techniques for measurement of post failure volume change

behavior, a brief series of triaxial compression tests was performea hi the bii•LIe-ductile

transition pressure range (25 MPa confining pressure). Included were a "standard" test with
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unlubricated endcaps and a 2:1 length to diameter (LID) ratio, a test with 2:1 L/D and lubricated

endcaps, and one with 1:1 LID and lubricated endcaps. Figure 5-7 presents the initial portions

of the curves of stress difference plotted against axial and radial strains. From that figure it is

apparent that there were no significant differences in either strength or deformation among the

three test results. It is only in the post-failure portion of the tests that the differences become

apparent. At this confining pressure (25 MPa) there is very little change in stress difference

with increasing axial deformation after the peak strength has been reached. Thus, plots of

strains against sutess difference are not a good basis for comparisons among the tests in the post-

failure region. As an alternative, consider the radial swair plotted as a function of axiad strain.

Figures 5.8 through 5-10 present such plots for the three tests described in this paragraph. In

all cases, the plotted axial strain is the average over the entire specimen length, i.e. the change

in length of the specimen divided by its original length. From the test :measurements, there is

no way of knowing whether the axial strain is uniform over the specimen length. Further,

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 include multiple radial deformation measurements, representing different

heights on the specimens. In all three tests, the radial gages give consistent readings for the

initial approximately linear portions of the tests represented by the first half percent of axial

strain

In the case of the specimen with unlubricated endcaps, shown in Figure 5.8, the three

radial gage readings diverge, and never rejoin, indicating nonuniform radial deformation

developing throughout the post-failure portion of the test. By the time the average axial strain

reached II%, two of the radial gages had gone off scale at over 10% radial strain while the

third was indicating only about 4% radial strain. The test widh lubricated endcaps presents a

very different picture. Following failure of the specimen, ti~c upper half of the specimen

underwent a significant radial strain while the radial strain in the lower half remained essentially

constant at the level of the initial failure until the axial strain reached approximately 5 %. At this

point, the lower half of the specimen began expanding radially while the radial strain in the

upper part remained relatively constant. By about 12% axial strain, the two radial readings were

essentially identical, indicating a nearly uniform strain field over the entire specimen. The

specimen with unlubricated ends never reached that condition, and exhibited very nonuniform

radial deformations at the conclusion of the test.
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The results of the test with lubricated ends can be interpreted in the following way.

Initially, there awe uniform axial and radial strain fields throughout the specimen. At the peak

of the stress-strain curve, where the strength of the material is reached, there is a localized

failure somewhere in the specimen. In tests with lubricated ends, this has been observed to

occur toward one end of the specimen. Possibly, this is a result of the relatively soft lubricating

materials deforming more than the rock and applyng a slight outward radial traction to the ends

of the specimen. In general, we hive observed that failures, wherever they occur in the

specimen, to be localized over a length of specimen equal to roughly one specimen diameter.

Once this localized failure is initiated, the stress in the specimen drops below the failure level,

and the rest of the specimen remains intact. Eventually, the radial expansion in ith lucalized

region increases the cross sectional area to the point that it will support slightly more load than

was required to initiate failure, resulting in sequential failure of the previously intact material

in the opposite half of the specimen. With enough axial deformation, the conditions of the

material in the two halves of the specimen become nearly the same. For the portion of the test

between initiation of failure and the time the radial strain records from either half rejoin, the

material in the un-failed half is elastic while the failed half undergoes significant plastic

deformations. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that the large increase in indicated axial

strain is largely a result of deformation in the failed half of the specimen, and neither of the two

curves shown in Figure 5.9 correctly represents the strain condition in either half of the

specimen. This is a serious drawback for constitutive modeling where the post failure

volumetric behavior of the material is very important.

For defining the post-failure deformation, it would be very. desirable to conduct a test in

which the specimen deforms uniformly over its entire volume. Since. the failed zone appears to

naturally occur over about one diameter of specimen length, it was hypothesized that this could

be accomplished by testing a specimen with L/D equal to approximately one. Traditionally, an

L/D of two has beeAi used in an effort to avoid end effects. However, if lubrication of the ends

can alleviate that problem, t1 en the test may provide more representative post-failure

deformation information. The relationship between radial and axial strains presented in Figure

5-10 is the result of such a test. The curve lies between the two shown in Figure 5.9 for the

test with I./D = 2, and has a slope over the entire post-failure range that is approximately equal
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to the equivalent slope in the part of the test on the long specimen where both radial gages were

reading the same. The short specimen exhibits more radial strain than the long one at equal

axial strains, the reason for which is unknown. However, we judge results from the short (LID

1) specimen to be more representative of the actual material behavior than either of the other

two tests. Figure 5-11 compares volumetric strains computed using the radial and axial

deformation measurements from the three tests and plotted against average axial strain. Where

multiple radial deformation measurements were made, the figure indicates which was used in

the volume strain computation. There are very significant differences among the volumne strains

derived from the throe tests. We believe that information derived from the test on the short

(LID = 1) specimen with lubricated ends best represents the material's actual respox"<. This

approach is only applicable at confining pressures near the brittle-ductile trL isition where the

failure is localized but the specimen does not fracture into multiple pieces.

While the study described here is far from an exhaustive investigation of the subject, we

believe that most accepted test approaches result in nen uniform specimen deformations, which

in turn result in errors in volumetric strain determination. In view of the importance of the post-

failure volumetric behavior in constitutive modeling, this subject deserves further investigation.

A test on a specimen with LID = I and a lubricated end does appear to be a useful technique

for obtaining more nearly uniform strain fields. A similar suite of tests were performed at 50

MPa confining pressure. Those tests exhibit the same trends and are included in Appendix C.

5.3 HYDROSTATIC COMPRESSION TESTS.

Six Salem limestone specimens were tested in hydrostatic compression to a maximum

pressure of 400 MPa. One test was performed on a specimen in the oven dry condition and rest

had 2.5% water content. The hydrostatic compression tests are summarized in Table 5-3.

Figure 5-12 presents a typical pressure - volume strain curve. The relationship between radial

and axial strain for the same test is shown in Figure 5-13, which clearly illustrates the lack of

isotropy under hydrostatic loading. Once the hydrostatically loaded specimens begin to exhibit

plastic deformation, the specimens compact significantly faster in the radial direction. Also

shown in Figure 5-13 is a point indicating the permanent strain at the conclusion of the test as
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determined from post-test measurements of the specimen. The post-test measurement validates

at least the final instrument readings, and confirms the anisotropy. The complete set of test data

is presented in Appendix C.

5.5 UNIAXIAL STRAIN TESTS.

Specimens of Salem limestone were loaded in uniaxial strain up to the point where the

confining pressure reached the ARA system's capacity of 400 MPa, as summarized in Table 5-4.

All were tested with approximately 2.5% water content. A typical axial stress-strain curve is

presented in Figure 5-14, the corresponding relationship between axial and radial stress is shown

in Figure 5-15, and the mean stress-volume (axial) strain relationship is illustrated by Figure 5-

16. Appendix D presents a complete set of uniaxial strain test data.
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Table 5-3. Summary of hydrostatic compression tests on intact Salem limestone.

Test ID Specimen Dry Density Water
EID (kglm 3) Content

Y20A1 SL21-T22 2258 0.025

Y17A1 SL21-B19 2251 0.025

YI6A1 SL21-B12 2247 0.025

Y15BI SL21-T1O 2251 0.025

YI5AI SL21-T17 2258 0.025

NIAO SL20-B 11 2253 0
m - -

Table 5-4. Summary of unlaxial strain tests on intact Salem limestone.

Test ID Specimen Dry Density Moisture
ID (kg/mr) Content

U19A1 SL21-T2.0 2249 0.025

U18A1 SL2I-B14 2247 0.025

Y23A1 SL21-T19 2255 0.025
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Axial Loading

Load Cell

Specimen ; -

LVDT

Stiffening
Ring IMI

Figure 5-2. Schematic of the stiffener ring used in tests to determine post-failure response
of Salem limestone in unconfined compression.
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SECTION 6

MECHANICAL PROPERTY TESTS ON JOINTED LIESTONE SPECIMENS

Strength and deformation properties of the three types of joint surfaces described in

Section 3 were measured by conducting triaxial compression tests on cylindrical specimens with

joints oriented approximately 30° to the axes of the cores. Identical tests were performed on

intact specimens, and the differences in deformations were used to derive measures of the shear

and normal deformations of the joints under load. Table 6-1 summarizes the joint tests

performed, including tests on intact specimens to support determination of joint deformations.

6.1 TEST PROCEDURES.

The test specimens, prepared as described in Section 3, were sealed in side a flexible

membrane which was sealed on both ends to hardened steel endcaps. At confining pressures

below 10 MNPa, the confining fluid was nitrogen gas and a latex membrane was used. At higher

pressures, a heat-shrinkable polyolefin membrane was used in a hydraulic fluid-kerosene mix.

In all cases, lubricating membranes were placed between the ends of the specimen and the steel

endcaps. These consist of a 0.13-mm layer of copper next to the rock and two 0.05-mm layers

of VTFE. This system results in a coefficient of friction of 0.02 - 0.05 in the stress range of

interest. Figure 4-1 is a schematic view of a prepared test specimen, including the lubricating

materials.

The tc.sts reported here were all conducted along a conventional triaxial compression load

path. The confining pressure was raised to a specified level and then held constant while

controlled axial deformation of the specimen was imposed with the piston.

Two diametrically opposite LVDTs (displacement transducers) attached to the endcaps

were used to measure axial deformation of each test specimens. Corrections were applied to the

data for deformation of the endcaps and lubricating materials. Radial deformation measurements

were made with a third LVDT attached to a floating reference ring. In jointed specimens, it was

installed horizontally at mid-height of the specimen in the vertical plane perpendicular to the
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plne of the joint. Since all of the measurements were made at constant confining pressure, any

change in men orane thickness in the course of the tests was considered negligible. In joint

tests, a correction was made for tilt of the radial ring due to relative displacement of the

specimen halves.

At low confining pressures, Salem limestone exhibits higher strengths when tested dry

than when moist, but not saturated. Since the objective of this effort is to support modeling of

saturated in situ materials, all tests were conducted on specimens with approximately 2.5%

moisture expressed as fraction of the dry mass of the rock. This amount of water fills less than

half of the available pore space, and thus there is little chance of saturation during specimen

deformation except at higher (100's of MPa) confining pressures.

6.2 STRENGTH TEST RESULTS.

The average unconfined strength of the Salem limestone used in these tests is 58.3 MPa

wk-4-b icsted dry and 48.5 MPa when tested at 2.5% moisture content. To provide a basis for

comparison with the joint tests, the strength envelope of the intact material was determined by

a series of triaxial compression tests on intact specimens. Figure 5-3 presents the stress

difference-axial strain curves for 6 tests at pressures ranging from 1 to 35 MPa, which covers

the range of interest to joint behavior. The behavior of all of the test specimens can be

classified as brittle except for the 35-MNa test which is in the brittle-ductile transition. The

specimens were also instrumented for radial deformation, but the location of the failure is

unpredictable on specimens tested with lubricated endcaps. Thus, the single radial deformation

measurement at mid-height often misses the post-failure radial expansion. For purposes of

computing joint deform tions, this is not a drawback because only the elastic portions of the

deformation records from the intact specimens are used.

Since all of the stress-strain curves in Figure 5-3 exhibit well defined peaks, their

strengths can be defined unambiguously as the states of stress at the peaks of the stress-strain

curve. Figure 5-5 presents the strength points from 9 tests in terms uf stress difference ani

mean stress. For the stress conditions of a triaxial compression test, these are the same, except
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for a constant multiplier, as the first invariant of stress and the square root of tie second

invariant of the stress deviator, and are defined as follows:

stress difference = of - o, (6.1)

mean aress = (Gs + 2a,)3 (6.2)

where: a. = total axial stress

, =- confining pressure

Suites of stress difference-deformation curves for smooth ground, tensile fracture, and

synthetic jointed specimens are presented in Figure 6-1 through 6-3, respectively. The

deformation quantities plotted there are the overall axial and radial deformations of the jointed

cylindrical test specimen and thus include detormations of both the joints and the intact ma.zrial.

Figure 6-4 through 6.9 present a comparisons of force-deformation curves for tests a.: ', 2, 5,

10, 20, and 35 MPa confining pressures, resTectively, 0:i a!) three of the joih t types oescrilA

above and intact rock. In spite of having A s!hgh igy l.her magnitude of roughness tne synthcotc

joint exhibits a lower strength than the tmnsile fractire. There is also significai-tly moie

deformation associated with the syrdhetic jcint prior to .,'cahing the strength limit. 'These

characteristics are probably due to the imperfect match in the smallest details betwe-n the halve;

of the synthetic joint.

As with the intact tests, the strezs-deformation curves for tensile fracture and synthetic

joints have well defined peak ',4 •WAints indicating the limiting state of stress for the confining

pressure level of that test. in contrast, the smooth ground joints gradually approach a peak

stress level, which then remains approximately constant under further shearing deformation. For

smooth ground joints, that constant stress level was considered to be the strength. In order to

understand joint behavior, the measured stress quantities, axia: stress and confining pressure,

were roiated to obtain the values of shear and normal stress acting on the joint planes. The

equations for the stress rotation are found in any text on mechanics of materials. Table 6-1 lists
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the st;-ength of each test specimen in terms of the measured stress difference. In addition, the

peak strengths of the joints are listed in terms of the shear and normal stress acting on the joint

at the time of failure. Figure 6-10 presents strength data from joint tests on all three surface

types in terms of the shear and nomal stresses on the joint planes. for the joint tests, it is

possible to plot the strengths as single points because the plane of interest is known. Ii, contrast,

for the tsts on intact specimens, the stress states plot as circles, known as Mohr's circles, with

differe ,ints on each circle corresponding to different orientations of the reference plane in

the corres,,)onding specimen. Sinc- the plane of failure is not precisely known, the strength

env, lope line for intact material in Figure 6-10 was constructed by plotting Mohr's circles for

all of the intact tests and making a judgement fit of a curve that approximates a tangent to all

tests.

The data points indicated by the square symbols in Figure 6-10 are from specimens with

tensile fractured joint surfaces. In all of those tests, failur-. occurred by sliding along the joint.

"The dot-dashed line, which is an approximate fit to those data points represents a stren-th

envelope for the fractured surface. It runs roughly ..arallel to the intact strength and about 5

MPa lower. The h~ghest point shown, at about 46 MPa normal stress, is from a test at 25 MPa

confining pressure. In a similar test, performed at 35 MPa, failure did not occur by relative

displacement along the joint. Instead, there was localized shear banding and radial deformation

characteiistic of tj c faiiure of an intact specimeo a! that confiaiing pressure. This is an

indicAtion that as thc test prog,-ssed, some point on the Mohr's circle reached the intact strength

envelope before the stress on the joint reachod the joint strength envelopc. Vlis is illustrated

in Figure 6-10. 1'le circular segment at the iight side of the figure is the Mohr's circle

rmpresenting the stress slate in the specimen at failure. The line at 30" to the vertical originating

at 35 MPa on the normal stress axis is the stress path expejicwcW by tlic joint as the test

progressed from h)drostatic to failure. TIhe intersection of the joint stress pi,'h with the circle

represents the state of stress on the joint when the stccinten failed elsewhere. Thus, the strength

envelope of the joint must b.- at least slightly higire, than that poirnt.

The strengths derived fromn tests on synthctic (machined) joints are shown a trianlgie:,

on Figure 6 10. Thc fit to thew polil,, falls 3-4 Mi'a bchlw the ternsile fracture strength line aid
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has somewhat less curvature. As in the case of the tensile fracture joint, a synthetic joint tested

in tnaxial compression at 35 MPa confining pressure exhibited the same response (strength,

deformation, and failure mode) as an intact .mecimen subjected to the same loading.

The joint strength points from smooth ground surfaces are plotted as circles in Figure 6-

10. In contrast to the curved envelopes formed by the intact, fracture, and synthetic joint data,

the strengths of the smooth ground joints can be well approximated by a straight line passing

through the origin, i.e. Coulomb friction. As with the other joint surface types tested, a triaxial

compression test performed on a smooth ground joint at 35 MPa confining pressure resulted in

a failure in the intact mode rather than by slip of Ohe joint, suggesting that the strength envelope

for smooth ground joints must also pass above the stress experienced by the joint in the 35 MPa

test.

From the stress-deformation curves presented in Figures 6-2 a - ,, it is apparent that

the shear stress supported by the joints with interlocking asperities (ter sile fracture and syniletic)

peaks on initial loading and then diminishes to a residual value as dite asperities are sheamre off.

In addition to the peak strength data, Table 6-1 presents values of residual strength for each joint

test. For the tensile fracture and synthetic joints as well as intact specimens, the residual

strength is the value reached after the peak, when stress difference becomes relatively constant.

For the smooth ground joints, residual strength is the same as peak strength. Figure 6-11

presents the residual strength data for the three different types of joints and intact material. The

strength points for the intut limestone were c( -%uted for the failure plane defined by the point

on the a strength ,n,,elope fi r the particular 2st. For comparison, the peak strength

envelopes for the v;:• , joints and the inta.,! limestone are shown along with the data points

for re"sdual srength. The residual strengflts for intact limestone and tensile fracture and

synthetic joints fall significantly lower than their respective peak strengths. All of the residual

strength envelopes converge to !he peak intac' strength envelope at approximately 75 MPa

noreal stress.
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6.3 JOINT DEFORMATION.

The normal and tangential defornations of the joints under shear loading were inferred

from two tests .hat were as nearly identical as possible, except for the presence of a joint in one

and not the other In joint tests where failure occurred by sliding along the joint, the two halves

remained essentially elastic. Thus, the net deformation of the intact poition of the jointed test

specimen can be approximated by the initial elastic loading region of the corresponding intact

specimen at the same stress difference level. In both the axial and radial directions, the joint

deformation was computed as the difference between the total deformation of the jointed test

specimen and the deformation of the intact specimen under like stress conditions. A vector

rotation was then performed to arrive at components of deformation normal and tangential to the

joint.

Figures 6-12 through 6-14 present joint deformation data for smooth ground, tensile

fracture, and synthetic joint surfaces, respectively. The normal and shear stresses on the joints

are plotted against joint normal and tangential displacements, respectively, for tests at three

confining pressures, 5, 10, and 20 MPa. The tensile fracture joints exhibit essential!y zero

displacement until the strength limit of the joint is reached, at which time slip on the joint is

accompanied by a reduction in strength. In contrast, displacement of the smooth ground joints

begins well below the strength limit, and when the limit is reached, displacement continues with

no significant change in stress. The synthetic joints exhibit response intermediate between those

of the tensile fracture and smooth ground surfaces. Like the tensile fractures, tht shear stress

supported by the synthetic joints reaches a limit and then dim;nishes with additional deformation.

However, the synthetic joints also exhibited significant tangential deformation prior to reaching

the strength limit. This is apparently a result of the impcrfect between the halves of the

ryr•th.tic joints.

In Figures 6-15 through 6-17, -oint normal defornrdtion is plotted against joint tangential

deformation for the same scts of juint tests. During shear of the smooth ground joints there is

no tendency to dilate, and tests at all three confining pressures exhibit a slight joint cnmpaction

under shear leading. Initially, the tensile fracture joints exhibit a minute amount (-0.02 mm)
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of compaction prior to failure of the joint. After failure occurs, the tensile fiacture joints tested

at confining pressures below 10 MPa show some normal dilation, presumably a result of

asperities riding over each other, and those tested at higher confining pressures exhibit very

slight compaction as the asperities are sheared off and ground up. Upon joint failure, the normal

displacement curves shown in Figure 6-16 fall in order according to confining pressure, with the

greatest dilation at the lowest pressure and the highest compaction at the highest pressure. After

approximately 2 mm of tangential displacement, there is some crossing of the curves, probably

due to variations in the surfaces between specimens. As with the tensile fractures, the synthetic

joints compact slightly on initial loading, after which the curves separate in order of confining

pressure.
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Table 6-1. Summary of mechanical property tests on jointed Salem limestone spcciniens.

Peak Residual

Joint Conf. Stress Nlean Normal Shear Stress Mean Normal ShearTest Specimen Angle Pressure Diff Stress Stress Stress Dift Stress Stress StressII) ID (deg) (MPa) (MPa) (MiPa) (MPa) (NiPa) (IaPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

INTACT
M4B2 SL26-1D1 23.0 1 53.8 18.9 9.2 19.4 8.0 3.7 2.2 2.9
M4A2 SL26-1A 1 24.4 2 58.0 21.3 11.9 21.8 5.0 3.7 2.9 1.9NISAI SL26-3A 1 29.0 5 68.6 27.9 21.1 29.1 23.0 12 7 10.4 9.8
NI1A1 SL26-3D1 37.5 10 75.4 35.1 37.9 36.4 48.0 26.0 27.8 23.2
MSA2 SL26-2A2 35.0 15 82.3 42.4 42.1 38.7 67.0 37.3 37.0 31.5NI8BI SL26-3A.2 36.0 20 84.0 48.0 49.0 39.9 78.0 46.0 46.9 37.!
MIIB2 SL26-3D2 44.0 35 92.0 65.7 79.4 46.0 92.0 65.7 79.4 46.0

SMOOTH GROUND
G18A2 SL24-5 29.7 1 4.9 2.6 2.2 2.1 4.9 2.6 2.2 2.1
G19A2 SL24-6 2c.3 2 8.1 4.7 3.9 3.5 8.1 4.7 3.9 3.5NI5BI SL26-42 29.6 5 13.0 9.3 8.2 5.6 11.9 9.0 7.9 5.1
NI3AI SL2ot-44 30.4 10 29.5 19.8 17.6 12.9 28.0 19.3 17.2 12.2N15CI SL26-46 29.6 20 52.0 37.3 32.7 22.3 50.0 36.7 32.2 21.3
M1212 SL26-47 30.0 25 68.5 47.8 42.1 29.6 68.5 47.8 42.1 29.6
M I1I'A 2 SL2648 29.8 35 89.0 64.7 Failed as Intact 89.0 64.7

TENSILE FRACTURE
M6A2 SL26-ICB2 28.2 1 25 6 9.5 6.7 10.7 6.5 3.2 2.5 2.7
NI4BI SL26-3BAI 31.9 2 21.4 9.1 8.0 9.6 10.0 5.3 4.8 4.5
M9A2 SL26-1BA2 30.9 2 36.3 14.1 11.6 16.0 12.5 6.2 5.3 5.5M6B2 SL.26-2BC 28.7 3 39.0 16.0 12.0 16.4 16.0 8.3 6.7 6.7
N•4AI SL26-3CB1 31.7 5 49.5 21.5 187 22.1 27.5 14.2 12.6 12.3
N12AI SL26-3DCI 30.7 10 62.6 30.9 26.3 27.5 42.1 24.0 20.9 18.5
N12BI SL26-3BA2 28.3 20 74.5 44.8 36.7 31.1 62.0 40.7 33.9 25.9
NI8A1 SL26-3DC2 30.9 20 76.2 45.4 40.0 33.5 68.0 42.7 37.9 29.9
M9B2 S1.26.2BA 31.0 25 80.0 51.7 46.3 35.3 75.0 50.0 44.9 33.1
MIOA2 SL26-3CB2 27.9 35 ý0.5 65.2 Faled as Intact 90.5 65.2

SYNThITIC
CMI2 SL22-1 32.9 1 15 5 2 56 7 1 82 3.7 3.4 37
G19C2 SL22-2 32.6 2 21.5 9.2 8.2 9.8 12.5 6.2 5.6 5,7
G19D2 SL22-4 33.1 5 31.4 15.5 14.4 14.4 24.0 13.0 12.2 11.0
N1 IIA-2 SL26-62 32.2 10 48.5 26.2 23 8 21.9 37.0 22 3 20.5 16.7
IMIOB2 SL26-61 31.7 20 72.0 44.0 39.8 32.2 69 0 41 (0 3Y0 1( 8
S18A2 SL24-11 33 3 35 95.3 66.8 •:1lcd ais Inuct 95. 61 8
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SECTION 7

EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN DEFORMATION RATE

This section descnbes a series of tests that was performed to investigate the influence of

deformation rate on the strength of Salem limestone as measured in triaxial compression tests.

Tests were performed at strain rates ranging from 10s to 102 s-' on specimens of both intact and

jointed limestone, and tests were performed on both damp (2.5 % water content) specimens and

specimens which were fully saturated and then allowed to drain during loading. This section

documents the results of those tests as well as a series of numerical simulations of the tests on

intact specimens.

7.1 STRAIN RATE TESTS ON INTACT SALEM LIMESTONE.

For the purpose of investigating the dependence on strain rate of the strength and

deformation properties cf th- limestone, triaxial compression tests were performed, as described

in Section 4.3.1, at 20 MPa confining pressure on intact specimens of Salem limestone at strain

rates of 10' and 10"i s'. One set of tests was performed on limestone that was damp, but not

saturated (2.5 % water content), and a companion set was performed on specimens that were

fully saturated, but allowed to drain during testing. In addition to those two rates, a 20-MPa

test was performed on an unsaturated specimen at 10' s' as part of the joint strength and

deformation study described in Section 6. Lubricating materials were used between the

specimen ends and the steel endcaps in all tests. In the saturated drained tests, drainage was

allowed through a single 1.6-r&m diameter hole in the lubricating membranes and the solid steel

base cap. Figure 7-1 presents the measured stress difference as a function of axial strain for the

unsaturated tests. The corresponding data for the saturated drained tests are shown in Figure

7-2.

In addition to the 20-MPa tests described in the preceding paragraph, a similar set of tests

was perfcrned on specimens of damp (unsaturated) Salem limestone at 25 MPa confining

pressure with loading at rates of 100, I10, 10', and 10.2 s'. The stress-strain curves from those

tests are presented in Figure 7-3. No saturated drained tests were performed at 25 MPa

confining pressure.
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The peak Stresses re,.orded in all three test senes are plotted against strain rate in Figure

7-4. The plot illustrates a clear dependence of strength on strain rate in all three cases. In

unsaturated tests, the strength increases approximately 5% per decade increase in strain rate.

As shown in Figure 7-4, the limestone exhibited strengths approximately 5% lower in

the saturated drained condition than when tested damp but not saturated. One possible

explanation for this is that there was insufficient drainage to prevent the build-up of pore

pressure in the specimen. If significant pore pressure did develop, the resulting decrease in

effective stress could cause the observed decrease in strength. The only pore pressure

measurement made during the test was at the base of the specimen adjacent to the drain port.

No significant pressure was measured there. However, that does not preclude the possibility of

elevated pore pressure at locations more distant from the drain port.

7.1.1 Numerical Simulations or Intact Tests.

In oy '-r to assess the possibility that the reduction in strength observed in the saturated

drained tests was a result of pore pressure developed in the specimen at locations distant from

the drain port, numerical simulations of the saturated drained tests were performed. The

simulations were run using the Material Element Model (MEM) program (Chitty, et al. 1993).

MEM is a special-purpose finite element code developed to support material modeling of fully

or partially saturated porous materials, including fluid transport. It implements a fully coupled

compressibility model, which is based on the effec .ve stress concept. This model includes

independent constitutive relationships for the porous skeleton, the solid grains, amid the pore

fluid, and enforces the compatibility relationships among all the materials. It can simulate

arbitrary skeleton boundary conditions specified in terms of either stress or deformation, as well

as various fluid flow conditions.

As shown by the triaxial compression test data presented in Figure 7-1, the Salem

limestone at 20 MPa confinement exhibits brittle response. That is, the axial stress reaches a

peak and then decreases with additional axial deformation, a phenomenon sometimes called

strain softening. Since none of the available nonlinear skeleton constitutive models were
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capable of modeling that behavior, a linear skeleton model was used to simulate the pre-failure

portions of the tests. The test data presented in Figure 7-5 show that the limestone is suffer

when loaded at the rate of 101 s' than when loaded at the lower rate of 10-' s This ;s due to

the time-dependent behavior of the rock skeleton. A significant body of literature exists on the

subject of time-dependent behavior of geologic materials. Sun (1986) and Hardy and Sun (1986)

developed a nonlinear constitutive relation to describe this phenomenon. Although the overall

compliance of the rock specimen is a complex combination of the elasticity, plasticity, and

viscosity of the rock, it can be described by a constant rodulus or apparent modulus •t a

particular load rate. Based on the results of the unsaturated tests presented in Figure 7-5, elastic

bulk moduli of 13,000 MPa and 17,500 MPa were selected to model the response of the porous

Salem limestone skeleton loaded at lOr s' and 10' s', respectively. In both cases, a Poisson's

ratio of 0.25 was used.

The simulations of the saturated drained tests were performed using the axisyrrmetric
Sj.i ine ^t ..... L- -i'--

liniurc.,.,,•, msm sw,• in Figure 7-6. On one end of the specimen, drrinage was allowed

through the on-axis node and the next closest node to simulate the drain port in the actual

experiment. Based on the measurements reported in Section 9, the permeability of the limestone

was set to 2 x 10'i m2. This value is slightly lower than the permeability observed for the

Salem limestone at the highest mean stress (approx. 50 MPa) reached in the 20 MPa triaxial

compression test being simulated. It was chosen to accentuate any possible effect of poor

drainage and saturation of the test specimens. Since lubricated endcaps were used in all of the

tests, the radial degrees of freedom were rot constrained at the specimen ends. In the axial

direction, a displacement boundary condition was specified with the peak displacement

corresponding to the actual peak displacement during tLLe test being simulated. The 20-MPa

confining pressure was applied radially.

Figures 7-7 and 7-8 show comparisons of the numerical predictions by MEM and the test

data. As expected, the linear elastic skeleton properties derived from the unsaturated tests result

in reasonable agreement between the saturated drained test data and the multi-phase numerical

simulations, although the measured stress-strain curve for the saturated drained test at the slow

(10' s-') strain rate is not as linear as those from the other tests. Figures 7-7 and 7-8 also show
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the pore pressures computed by rte simulations for the ends of the soeimens away from the

drain port. In the slow (10-' s') strain rate case, no Lignificant pore pressure developed in the

simulation, and the cvjrve is barely visible at the bottom of the plot. In the simulation of #he

faster (10-' .') strain rate test, the pore pressure away from the drain increawd to 4 MPa and

remained there for the remainder of the simulation. Because of the value of permeability

selected for the simulation, this represents an upper bound on tJhe pore pressure that would be

expected to develop in the actual test. If 4 MPa of pore pressure did develop, then the c-ffective

normal stress on the rock skeleton would be reduced by that amount and the strength exhibited

by the material in the test would be lower. To estimate how much lower, consider the strength

envelope in Figure 5.6. In that figure, the strength developed by the specimen tested at 15 MPa

confining pressure was about 2 MPa lower than the corresponding value for tOe 20 MPa test.

This does not account for the fact that the unsaturated specimen reached a strength 5 MPA higher

than the saturated drained specimen. A similar conclusion can be drawn fo! the case of the

lower strain rate. While the simulation results suggest that no significant pore pre.,ure was
10 ... .. M` 1 "U C"S- - + t - 4 N nIC

l ihe t u 1t--ain. sp1cU i,, at 3hV IF sstrain rLe, ,,,. IV 3 S Ma le4s

than that of the unsaturated specimen loaded at the same rate.

It appears that some factor that is not treated in the current test and analysis techniques

is responsible for th- difference in strength between the unsaturated and saturated drained tests.

This could possibly be a chemical interaction, similar to the phenomenon that results in higher

strengths in oven dried unconfined compression tests than in damp tests. Alternatively, it could

possibly result from saturationi and reduction of effective stress on a microscopic level in dead-

end pores which are not adequately rpresented by the permeabiTty tests.

7.2 STRAIN RATE TESTS ON JOINTED SALEM LLMUFSTONE.

Triaxial compressioai tests were also performcd on limestone specimens comnaining joints

of the three types aeicribed in Section 3 oriented at 30' to the axes of the specimens. As with

the tests on intact rock described in the previous subsection, tests were performed on specimens

that were both damp and saturated drained. The stress-deformation curves for the tensile

fracture, smooth ground, and synt-ietic joints are presented in Figures 7-9 through 7- 11,
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respectively. Due to slight differences in joint angle, it is not possible to make direct

comparisons among the maximum values of stress difference reached by the varnous tests. A

more meaningful comparison is can be made on the strength plots presented in Figures 7-12

through 7-14 for the three joint types. Shown for comparison in each figure is the strength

envelope reported in Section 6 for the corresponding joint type tested at a strain rate of 10-' s-'.

The strengths for tensile fracture joints are shown in Figure 7-12. The higher strain rate

(10. s") tests in beth saturated drained and unsaturated tests exhibited strengths approximately

5 % higher than the corresponding points in the strength envelope derived from tests conducted

at 10"' s'*, and relative to the strength envelope, there is essentially no difference between the

saturated drained and unsaturated tests. At the lower strain rate (10" s'), the unsaturated

strength is virtually the same as the envelope for 10 s' envelope and the saturated drained

st.rength falls approximately 5% below the envelope. Overall, there appears to be a strain rate

effect of similar maugnitude to the intact material, but the initial saturation does not appear to

significantly influence the result of a test in this configuration. A jointed specimen tested under

saturated drained conditions is probably less likely to develop pore pressure in a 20-MPa triaxial

compression test than an intact specimen tested under the same conditions. Although the joints

compact slightly while shearing at this confining pressure, the sliding of the two halves of the

joint tends to create small gaps where the joint intersects the jacket that actually increase the

volume available for the pore water to occupy, and thus minimize the chance of development

of any significant pore pressure in the specimen.

The tests on smooth ground joints, for which strengths are shown in Figure 7-13, all fall

very close to the original strength envelope from the tests conducted at 10' s". Only the

saturated drained test data point lies slightly above the envelope. However, based on the small

number of data points, the difference is insignificant. The conclusion from this limited study

is that neither sarain rate within the range studied, nor initial saturation significantly affects the

strength of smooth ground joints.

The results of tests on synthetic joints are presented in Figure 7-14. As with the smooth

ground joints, cnly one of the four points deviates from the original fit line. In contrast to the
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smooth ground tests, it is a higi:i su-ain rate test which falls slightly below the envelope. Since

the deviation is very small and in the opposite direction from the trends exhibited by the intact

and tensile fracture jointed specimens, it is considered to be natural scatter. As with the smooth

ground joints, it is concluded that neither strain rate within the range tested nor initial saturation

significantly affect the strength of the synthetic joints.
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SECTION 8

SATURATED UNDRAINED HYDROSTATIC COMPRESSION TEST

AND SPECIFIC STORAGE MEASUREMENT

A series of saturated undrained hydrostatic compression tests were performed to

determine the ratio between induced pore pressure and imposed hydrostatic stress, and to

evaluate the specific storage of saturated Salem Limestone. This section describes those tests

and presents an analysis of the results.

8.1 TEST PROCEDURES.

These tests were performed on intact specimens prepared with a polyolefin jacket as

described in Section 4. 1. They were instrumented with axial and radial LVDTs and strain gages

as described in Section 4.4, and saturated with water as described in Section 4.2.2. In addition

to the usalW complement of instrumentation, a gage was installed to measure the volume of pore

fluid drained from the specimen. It consisted of a small (approx. 20-mm diameter) hydraulic

cylinder with an LVDT installed that measured displacement of the piston relative to the

cylinder. It was plumbed into the pore pressure drain line in such a way that it could be

evacuated and saturated with water in a manner similar to the rock specimen. Approximately

0.7 MPa of air pressure was applied to the cylinder on the pore fluid side to prevent any

cavitation.

With the pore pressure drain valve closed, the hydrostatic pressure increased to 137 MPa

(20,000 psi). The pore pressure drain valve in the basecap directly beneath the test specimen

was then opened slightly allowing the pore pressure in the specimen to slowly diminish, while

monitoring the pore pressure with the pore pressure transducer, also located in the specimen's

basecap. During each test, volume of pore water draining from the specimen during this

consolidation process was measured using the volumetric device described above.
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8.2 TEST RESUILTS.

There were five specimens tested in this manner. Typical results are shown in Figures

8-1 through 8-3. Figure 8-1 presents the hydrostatic confining pressure (total stress), pore

pressure, and effective stress changing with volumetric strain. Through the entire initial loading

phase of the test, the rock skeleton remains elastic, and the total stress is approximately equally

divided between the pore fluid and the rock skeleton (effective stress). When the confining

pressure reached the piedetermined value of 138 MPa, the volumetric straiii in the specimen was

approximately 0.7%. At that point, the confining pressure was held constant while the excess

pore fluid was ilowly drained. As the pore pressure dropped, the effective stress increased,

until it equalled the confining pressi,re. In Figuie 8-2, radial strain is plotted against axial

strain. The anisotropy in the rock skeleton illustrated in Figure 8-2 is consistent with the

drained hydrosta'kc compression test data presented in Figure 5-8. Figure 8-3 shows the tota!

amount of water expelled from the specimen as a function of the instanta"e.,y pore pressure

inside the specimen. The drainage of pore pres-sure depicted in Figure 8 -, c4-urred over a

period of approximately 20 minutes.

8.3 RATIO BETWEEN PORE PRESSURE AND HYDROSTATIC STRESS.

The ratio between the induced pore pressure and the imposed hydrostatic stress depends

on the compressibility properties of the materials involved. Based on the fully coupled

compressibility model presented by Blouin and Kim (1984), the total strain in a fully saturated

rock in hydrostatic compression can, be viewed as either the sum of the strain in the grain/water

mixture under pore pressure, ir, plus that of the solid grains caused by effective stress, P, or

as the sum of the strain in the skeleton due to effective stress plus the strain in the grains under

pore pressure. Setting both of these expressions equal, since they are descriptions of the same

total strain in different ways, gives:

+ P M = + I+ (8.1)K. K, K, K4

in which K, is the grain bulk modulus of the rock, K, is the bulk modulus of the skeleton, and

K. is the bulk modulus of the water/grain mixture, which is expressed as:
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K, = (8.2)K.= . + r. (KS- K.) .)

where K, is the bulk modulus of water and n is porosity of the rock. From Equation (8.1), the

relation between pore pressure. and effective stress can be obtained:

o -- ,9 . (8.3)
K, (Ks K)

Since the total hydrostatic stress or confining pressure, P=P +•, the ratio between pore pressure

and hydrostatic stress can be found by:

"- .. ! 11 = (8.4)
P- + 71

Equations 8.3 and 8.4 define, theoretically, the ratio of pore pressure to total

(hydrostatic) stress. Published values for the bulk moduli of water and solid calcium carbonate

are, respectively, K.,=2260 MPa, K,=82000 MPa. For the Salem limestone used as a test

specimen, n=0.169, and K,= 14085 MPa (from the data presented in Section 5). Substituting

these values into Equations 8.3 and 8.4, it can be found that #= 1.237 and the ratio of pore

pressure to total stress, T/P, is 0.447.

The computation of the pressure ratio in the preceding paragraph was based on the

assumption of constant linear bulk moduli for all constituent materials. A more detailed

simulation, based on nonlinear pressure-volume strain relationships, was also performed using

a version of the program NKOCP (Kim, Blouin, and Timian, 1986) that was modified to include

a grain compressibility model for calcium carbonate based on test data specific to that mineral.

It also includes a nonlinear compressibility formulation for water. In addition to the pore fluid

and grain compressibility models, this program requires input of the rock skeleton

compizssibility hi the form of a pressure-volume strain curve from a drained hydrosta-.

compression test on the material of interest. For this calculation, the test data shown in Figure

5-7 were used to define the skeleton compressibility. NKOCP numerically integrates along the
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skeleton compressibility curve using the fully coupled formulation, which maintains full strain

compatibility, to calculate the response of the material in the saturated undrained condition.

Figure 8-4 presents comparisons between the stresses measured in a saturated undrained

hydrostatic compression test and those calculated using NKOCP with input from a drained

hyd'ostatic compression test on the same material. Total stress, effective stress, and pore

pressure ar: compared independcrnly in the figure. There is very good agreement between the

test data and the numerical simulations which are based on the effective stress approach. Figure

8-5 shows the ratio of pore pressure to total confining pressure computed by the NKOCP

simulation and compared with the results of two saturated undrmined tests. Again, the agreement

is very good, especially considering that this presentation tends to exaggerate small differences.

Laboratory experience showed that the ratio of pore to confining pressure will eventually

converge to the same level with increasing hydrostatic stress, regardless of ,he initial pressure

ratio imposed at the beginning of the test. In order to provide a theoretical rationale for this

phenomenon, additional numerical simulations were conducted with NKOCP using different

initial conditions of pore to confining pressure ratio. The results are plotted in Figure 8-6, with

initial pressure ratios of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. This plot confirms the convergence of the pore to

hydrostatic pressure ratio with increasing hydrostatic pressure, as observed in laboratory.

Furthermore, the simulations show the dependance on the initial pre. :;ur, ratio at the beginning

of the experiment.

8.4 SPECIFIC STORAGE.

Most standard methods for specific storage measurement, such as those from ASTM,

NGWA, apply to field tests on underground aquifers. The specific storage of a saturated aquifer

is defined as the volume of water that a unit volume of aquifer releases from storage under a

unit decline in hydraulic head (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). In a laboratory test, the aquifer

referred to in this definition is ;.he rock specimen under study. Based on this definition, the

following formula was developed for derivation of specific storage from the laboratory data

described in Section 8.2:
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So v,,- vw, (8.5)

where S, is the specific storage of the rock specimen, V, is the total volume of the specimen, V,,

is the measurement of the volume of pore fluid drained from the rock specimen, i is the pore

pressure. V,,, and r, are the drained water volume and pore pressure measurements,

respectively, at point a, where the specific storage measurement is started. For the calculation

presented here, the point a was selected as the point of maximum pore pressure at which the

drainage port was opened in the experiment. This is illustrated in Figure 8-3, where the specific

storage is the negative of the slope of the curve, normalized by the volume of the specimen.

In order to eliminate the noise that would result from performing an instantaneous numerical

differentiation on the data in Figure 8-3, the specific storage curves were derived from the test

data by taking successive secant slopes, all beginning with the starting point a. Those specific

storage results for the Salem limestone specimens, which have values ranging from 1.4 to 2.8

xlOW MPa-1 , are plotted in Figure 8-7 against the effective stress on the rock specimen.

From an analytical point of view, the total volume of water expelled from the rock

specimen, AV., can be considered as two parts. The first part, AV,,,, is the pore water

expansion caused by decline of pore pressure, which can be expressed as:

A V.,, 1 A a V, (8.6)K.,

where n is porosity, K, is the bulk modulus of pore water. Because of the decline of pore

pressure, AT, the effective stress a. increases. The increment, Ao,', will further squeeze the rock

skeleton and reduce its pore volume. This volume reduction will expel an equal amount of

water from the specimen, which constitutes the second part, AV,2. According to the fully

coupled compressibility model (Blouin and Kim, 1984):

a 7t10 7 t (8.7)
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where K, and KC are bulk moduli of the rock skeleton and solid grains, respectively. Then the

total volume of water expelled from the specimen is:

AV,, •V~,, +AV~,,2 = - (8.8)A4 . - 4 V 1 + 4 V 2 = (n -. . . . _-c)v, (8.8)
K. K, Ks

Since the total hydrostatic load is unchanged as the water drains, A* =-Ar. According to the

definition given by Equation 8.5, the specific storage is given by:

S, -n I + (8.9)
K, Ks Ks

Equation 8.9 is an expression for specific storage in terms material properties. Taking the bulk

moduli of the grains and water as constants (82000 MIPa and 2260 MPa, respectively), and using

the hydrostatic test data from Figure 5-7 to define the skeleton bulk modulus, K,, as a function

of effective stress, a simple prediction of specific storage of the limestone is obtained. This

prediction is plotted in Figure 8-7 along with the experimental results.

Comparison of specific storage values from pore fluid drainage volume measurements

with those derived from material properties showed good agreement at the beginning part of the

experiment, where the pore pressure was highest. The measured responses diverge from the

computed curve at effective stresses above about 75 MPa.
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SECTION 9

PERMEABILITY OF INTACT AND JOWITED LIMESTONE

A series of laboratory tests was performed to measure fluid flow through intact and

jointed Salem limestone specimens under a wide range of stress conditions. The objectives of

this effort were to measure the permeability properties of the intact rock and rock juints and to

correlate these properties with the mechanical response of the rock.

For intact specimens, permeability tests were first conducted under hydrostatic loadings

over a range of pressures, and an empirical relationship between permeability and hydrostatic

stress was developed. Then permeability was measured for the limestone specimens under

different triaxial stress conditions with confining pressures ranging from 5 to 90 MPa. Based

on the empirical relationship for hydrostatic loading, a component of permeability related to the

deviatoric deformation was identified. An empirical model relating permeability and mechanical

response was developed for Salem limestone.

Fluid flow tests under a range of hydrostatic stress conditions were performed on the

three different types of joint surfaces described in Section 3: tensile fractures, smooth ground

surfaces, and synthetic joints consisting of mating surfaces produced on a numerically controlled

milling machine. Comparisons were made between the measured flows through intact and

jointed specimens, and the results used to develop empirical models relating permeability of the

different joint types to joint normal stress.

9.1 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT.

This section describes the equipment and procedures used to perform the hydraulic

permeability tests and presents background on the formulation of flow laws for permeable

materials.
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9.1.1 Test Specimens, Equipment, and Instrumentation.

The experiments were carried out in a computer controlled triaxial compression apparatus

that had been specially modified to perform fluid flow tests. Figure 9-1 presents a schematic

of the equipment used in these tests. The permeability tests were performed on cylindrical

specimens of Salem limestone approximately 48 mm in diameter and 96 mm long, the same as

those used in the mechanical property tests. For measurements of joint permeability, specimens

were prepared with the three types of joint surfaces described in Section 3. However, the

permeability specimens had the joint oriented parallel to their axis and, ideally, in a plane

containing the axis. Preparation and instrumentation of the permeability test specimens closely

followed the procedures described in Section 4. As in the mechanical property tests, the rock

specimen was installed in the triaxial chamber between upper and lower endcaps and sealed with

a polyolefin jacket. The endcaps had flow conduits, and pore fluid diffusers were placed at each

end between the specimen and the medcap to evenly distribute flow over the ends of the specimen

through a series of equally spaced holes. In order to limit variations in the rock skeleton stress

field, the total cross sectional area of the holes was no more than 10% of the end area of t'

specimen. At the bottom of the specimen, fluid was pumped in through the same port in the

pressure vessel that is used for saturation of porous specimens. At the top, fluid was allowed

to flow out through holes in a specially modified piston in the triaxial apparatus which was

sealed to the specimen endcap by means of an O-ring. The upper endcap was also strain gaged

to serve as a load cell for axial stress measurement. Where deformation instrumentation was

used, it was of the same type as in the mechanical property tests as descried in Section 4.4.

The flow of fluid to the limestone specimen was supplied by an intensifier, i.e. a small

diameter hydraulic cylinder driven by a larger diameter cylinder. By supplying approximately

20 MPa hydraulic fluid pressure to the large diameter side of the intensifier, it was possible .o

generate up to 138 MPa of water pressure on the small diameter side. This is illustrated

schematically in Figure 9-1. The rate of pore fluid flow was controlled by regulating the flow

of hydraulic fluid to the low-pressure side of the intensifier. By installing a displacement

transducer (LVDT) to measure piston displacement, the intensifier also provided a means of

measuring the water flow through the specimen. To determine the flow rate, a least squares fit
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was made to the constant-velocity portion of the piston displacement time history. The resulting

slope is the piston velocity, VV. The apparent fluid velocity, V,, was then computed as:

V V At (9.1)

where: A - area of the high-pressure end of the intensifier

A. = cross section area of the test specimen

A transducer installed in the bottom end cap of the test specimen was used to measure

the pore fluid prcssure on the upstream end of the rock specimen. On the downstream end (the

top) of the specimen, the fluid drain was open to the atmosphere. The pressure drop between

the end of the rock specimen and the atmosphere was negligible, and a downstream pressure

measurement was not made. The pressure transducer. calibr~aed with zero output indicating

atmospheric pressure. Thus, assuming a constant pressure gr, &'ent along the length of the

specimen, the pressure gradient, G,, was computed as:

T •(9.2)

where: P, = fluid pressure at the upstream end of the test specimen

1, = length of the test specimen = length of flow path

As with the mechanical property tests, measurements made by the active instrumentation

were recorded by a microcomputer-based multi-channel digital data acquisition system.

9.1.2 Test Procedures.

All of the permeability tests were performed using distilled de-aired water as the pore

fluid. In preparation for fluid flow t"csting, the test specimen and water supply system were fully

saturated with water. The triaxial chamber was first pressurized to 1-2 MPa to hold the jacket

tight against the specimen. The specimen and water supply system were sealed from the

atmosphere and evacuated, and water was forced into the specimen with the intensifier.
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Once the specimen and associated piping were fully saturated, the total stress state for

the particular test was imposed on the specimen using the normal triaxial compression loading

functions. It was always necessary to keep the confining pressure in the triaxial chamber higher

than the upstream pore pressure in the specimen. Failure to do so would result in gaps opening

between the specimen and the jacket, allowing erroneous fluid flow. At each total stress state,

multiple fluid flow tests were conducted, each at a constant pressure gradient. In all cases the

downstream pressure was zero. In a typical test series the upstream pressure ranged from

approximately 1 MPa to 90% of the confining pressure. In each permeability run, the upstream

pressure gradient was held constant for a period of 20 to 100 s while data were recorded. The

durations of the tests were selected to allow time for sufficient intensifier displacement to

provide adequate resolution for pore fluid velocity determination.

9.1.3 Fluid Flow Equations.

In traditional civil engineering, where pressure gradients and the resulting flow velocities

are typically small, problems are almost exclusively formulated using the Darcy flow equation

which assumes a linear relationship between pressure gradient and flow velocity. However, in

weapons effects problems of interest, pore pressure gradients and flow rates can be of sufficient

magnitude that the Darcy equation does not adequately describe the pore fluid response. To

analytically treat the dynamic problems, Kim, et.al. (1988) adopted a more general expression

for pressure gradient which includes a term that is proportional to the square of the fluid velocty

in addition to the linear (Darcy) term, along with inertial terms related to fluid acceleration. The

use of the velocity-squared term was apparently first proposed by Forchheimer (1901), and has

been used in various forms by investigators over the years. Forchheimer's equation, which does

not consider fluid acceleration, has the general form:

dG alt V+bV-2 (9.3)
dxa

where: GP = pore pressure gradient in the x direction

V. = apparent fluid velocity in the x direction

a,b = constants which are functions of both skeleton and fluid properties
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While Forchheimer's equation appears to be virtually unknown in the civil engineering literature,

its use is widespread in chemical engineering, particularly with reference to porous metal filters.

The constants, a and b, in Equation 9. 1 are functions of Lhe properties of both the pore fluid and

the porous medium. If Equation 9.1 is divided through by V,, the result is:

a + b V (9.4)
Ve

This represents a linear relationship between V. and G^V.. When the test data are plotted with

G^V on the vertical axis and V. on the horizontal, the slope of the resulting line is the quadratic

coefficient, b, and the intercept with the vertical axis is the linear coefficient, a. This form is

convenient for derivation of the coefficients from test data, but for fundamental understanding

of the physical phenomena, a more useful form of the equation will result if it can be expressed

in terms of constants that are dependent on either fluid or porous medium properties, but not

both. Green and Duwez (1951) argue, based on dimensional analysis, that if the factors

controlling the pressure gradient are assumed to be fluid viscosity, fluid density, a length

characterizing the pore openings, and the apparent fluid velocity, then Fc.,;hheimer's equation

must have the form:

G, - conul --- co (9.5)
828

where: = dynamic viscosity of the fluid

,f = mass density of the fluid

6 = unknown length related to pore geometry

If the constants are combined with the unknown pore dimension term, 6, and called a and B,

the resulting expression has the desired separation between quantities dependent on skeleton

properties and those dependent on fluid properties:

G -'- +&- 0  (9.6)

a P
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The relationship between the two sets of coefficients is:

a (9.7)

b

Here, a has units of length squared and 0 has units of length. A linear approximation to the

Forchheimer equation is the familiar Darcy equation:

G E v -? v. (9.8)
Kd k

where: K = absolute permeability (length2)

k = Darcy permeability coefficient (length/time)

g = acceleration of gravity

The absolute permeability, K, in Equation 9.5 has the same form as a in Equation 9.3.

However, it can be numerically different because a quadratic fit to a given data set will yield

a different linear coefficient than a linear fit to the same data. The relationship between the two

permeability measures is:

K kp1 g Pf g (9.9)

k = ._f g
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9.2 PERMEABILITY OF INTACT SALEM LIMESTONE.

Permeability measurements were made on intact specimens of Salem limestone over a

wide range of pressure gradient and skeleton stress and strain conditions, including hydrostatic

confining pressures up to 150 MPa and pressure gradients up to 1500 MPa/m. Included were

tests in which the rock skeleton was loaded in triaxial compression past failure with axial strains

up to 10%. Tables 9-1 through 9-8 show the test conditions applied to each specimen. Under

each loading condition there was a series of eight to twelve flow tests conducted at different pore

pressure gradients. Figures 9-2 and 9-3 &how typical recordings of upstream pore fluid pressure

and pore fluid intensifier displacement, respectively. As shown in Figure 9-3, piston

displacement was held as a linear function of time. In all cases, the correlation coefficients of

the linear fits to piston displacement were greater than 0.99, showing an almost perfect linear

relation between the variables.

9.2.1 Flow Tests with Hydrostatic Skeleton Loading.

Fluid flow tests were performed on intact specimens of Salem limestone which were

subjected to hydrostatic skeleton loading ranging from 1 MPa to 150 MPa. The results of those

tests are summarized in Tables 9-1 and 9-2. Figure 9-4 presents data from the test described

in Table 9-1 in a format for determination of both the linear and quadratic flow coefficients

described by Equation 9.2, where the sope is b, and the intercept is a. At the lower pressures,

the curves have small, but non-zero slopes. At pressures above about 70 MPa, the lines curve

downward with increasing fluid velocity. We believe this nonlinear response is a result of non-

uniform effective stress in the rock specimen which becomes increasingly significant as the

upstream pore pressure approaches the confining pressure. Under this condition, the effective

stress in the rock skeleton approaches zero. As that happens, the flow resistance of the rock

skeleton becomes more like that in the same rock loaded to a lower confining pressure. In order

to minimize the effect of effective stress variations on flow coefficient determination, fits were

performed on only the lower pressure half of the test records. In fits to the 130- and 150-MPa

confining pressure test data, the data points from the lowest pressure gradient tests were also

omitted because they appear to represent some iritial flow resistance that is not characteristic
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of the overall tests. The resulting flow coefficients are tabulated in Table 9-1 and shown

graphically in Figures 9-5 and 9-6 for a and b, respectively. As expected, the increasing values

of both a and b with increasing confining pressure correspond to decreased flow. Recommended

empirical fits to the data are also shown on *he figures. The break hi slope of the fits is related

to the onset of pore collapse in the rock skeleton.

While we believe the Forchheimer equation, includin'g the quadratic term, is more

fundamentally correct than the linear Darcy equation for representing flow through porous

media, practicality suggests that a linear approximation be evaluated. Rather than simply setting

the quadratic coefficient to zero, the data were re-fit assuming the linear form. The data shown

in Figure 9-4 are presented in different form in Figure 9-7. Here, the axes are pressure gradient

and apparent fluid velocity, and the absolute permeability coefficient, K. is:

K ,- 9 /(9.10)
a'

where: a' = the slope of a linear fit to the data as presented in Figure 9-7

, = dynamic viscosity = 1.002 * 10. MPa*s for water at 20 0C

Figure 9-8 presents the values of absolute permeability determined by combining the data in

Table 9-1 (Figure 9-7) along with another data set from a different specimen, listed in Tabic 9-2,

which includes tests conducted at lower confining pressures ranging from 1 to 12 MPa. There

is clearly some difference in measured permeability between the two specimens at about 10 MPa

where they overlap. However, the fit shown in Figure 9-8 is in reasonable agreement with all

of the data. As shown in Figure 9-8, the variation in absolute permeability with skeleton stress,

o, is given by:

K = 9.68 e -0.024 a (9.11)

For those limestone specimens tested in hydrostatic compression, the confining pressure

(mean stress) is a very convenient independent variable to use in modeling the permeability
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change with loading. However, variations in permeability are fundamentally related to changes

in geometry of the pore space in the rock. Thus, to support extension of the model to other

more complex stress and strain states, the data were also analyzed in terms of volumetric strain.

Deformation instrumentation was not used in the hydrostatic permeability tests. However, the

deformation properties of the intact limestone skeleton were very well characterized, as reported

in Section 5. Based on the hydrostatic compression test data presented in Figure 5.12, the flow

test data shown in Figure 9-8 were replotted in terms of volumetric strain, as shown in Figure

9-9. A fit, in two segments, to those data is also presented in Figure 9-9.

9.2.2 Flow Tests with Triaxial Skeleton Loading.

To investigate the influence of shear loading on permeability of the limestone, a series

of flow tests was performed on intact limestone specimens while they were subjected to triaxial-

compression loading. Tables 9-3 through 9-8 present summary data for the six tests conducted

at confining pressures ranging from 5 to 90 MPa. A virgin rock specimen was used fur thie set

of tests at each confining pressure level. Initially, the specimen was loaded hydrostatically to

the specified level. First, a set of flow tests at a range of pressure gradients was performed on

the rock under hydrostatic load only. The axial strain was then incremented and held constant

while the next set of flow tests was run. The strain increment and flow testing were repeated

until the axial strain reached 10%, if possible. In some cases, jacket failures cut the test short.

Prior to failure of the rock skeleton, where the stress-strain curve is steep, the strain increments

were specified in terms of stress difference. After failure, they were specified in terms of axial

stress. Both stress difference and strain at each step are shown in Tables 9-3 through 9-8.

Figure 9-10 summarizes the flow data from the triaxial loading tests. For each confining

pressure level, the measured permeability is plotted as a function of volumetric strain in the rock

skeleton. For the tests performed above the brittle-ductile transition, (50 and 90 MPa), data

from the entire test are shown in the figure. For the lower pressure tests where failures are

localized and volume strain is not well defined, only the pre-failure portions of the tests are

shown. Also shown on the figure for comparison is the fit to the data from specimens that were

loaded only in hydrostatic compression from Figure 9-9. Up to the volume strain level of
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approximately 0.01, the permeability of the material under triaxial loading is well characterized

by the fit to the hydrostatic loading. At larger volume strains, corresponding to ductile

deformation of the specimens, the permeability remains higher at a given volumetric stain level

than would be predicted by the hydrostatic measurements. This difference is apparently related

to the shearing deformation. Additional measurements would be required to accurately quantify

this difference.

In triaxial tests in the brite regime, failures are localized, resulting in nonuniform strain

fields and volumetric strains that are not well defined. For this reason, the post-failure data

from the brittle triaxial tests were not shown in Figure 9-10. Those data are presented in

Figures 9-11 through 9-13, corresponding to confining pressures of 5, 10, and 20 MPa,

respectively. Each of those figures shows both stress difference and permeability as functions

of axial strain. These figures s1,ow that the permeability was reduced, relative to the initial

hydrostatic loading state, as the specimens were sheared under triaxial loading. After failure

of the rock skeleton, the perm,..aliii.v stabilized and exhibited no signiificant changes over the

range of axial loads imposed. It is hypothesized that this is related to the fact that failures tend

to be localized in the brittle regime, leaving the bulk of the rock in the specimen undamaged.

9.3 PE.RMEABIL1TY OF JOINTED SALEM LIMESTONE SPECIMENS.

Permeability tests were conducted on specimens of Salem limestone with single joints of

each of the three surface types described in Section 3.1, smooth ground, tensile fracture, ana

synthetic. As in the case of the intact limestone, these permeability tests were performed on

cylindrical specimens that were nominally 48 mm in diameter and 96 mm long. The joint in

each specimen was oriented parallel to the specimen axis and across a diameter. The tests were

performed using the equipment and procedures described in Section 9. 1. All of the joint

permeability tests were performed with hydrostatic loading only (no additional axial load), and

the primary emphasis was on confining pressures in the range of 1 - 12 MPa. Each specimen

was tested sequentially at a range of confining pressures, and at each confining pressure, flow

tests were performed at range of pressure gradients. The pore fluid pressures at the upstream
end of the specimen was typically varied between approximately 10% and 90% of the confining

pressure. The approach to determining the flow rate through the various joints was similar to
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that used to utermine the deformation of joints under shear loading. Similar specimens with

and without joints were subjected to the same loading, and the difference in response was

assumed to result from the presence of the joint. In each individual flow test, the pressure

gradient was held constant while pressure and flow measurements were made. From each test,

the values of steady state pressure gradient and apparent fluid velocity were determined as

described in Section 9.1.1.

9.3.1 Joint Permeability Formulations.

To determine the quantity of fluid flowing through the joint undcr a given set of

confining pressure and pore pressure gradient conditions, it is assumed that the flow rate, Q,

(volume/time), of the entire jointed specimen is equal to the flow rate, Qi, through the intact

portion of the specimen plus the flow rate Q, through the joint, i.e.

Q, = Q, + Qj or oj = Qs -Q, (9.12)

For convenience, the equivalent absolute permeability of the jointed specimen, K" is defined as

the permeability that would result if the total flow through the intact material and joint were

uniformly distributed over the cross sectional area, A,, of the specimen. The quantity, K;, is

not a property of either the intact material or the joint, but merely a convenient intermediate step

in the computation of the joint flow. Then, from Equation 9.8,

Ks' - t-V' 'IQ' (9.13)
G? AA,G,

Equation 9.8 can be re-written:

KI= ±-VI _'IQ' (9.14)
G, A.AG
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By substituting the difference between Equations 9.13 and 9.14 into Equation 9.12, an

expression for the flow rate through the joint is obtained:

AOG
S=-K' - K .. (9.15)

The fluid flow properties of intact limestone have been characterized by a single

parameter, the absolute permeability, which is a function of the deformation of the material.

In order to derive a similar characterization of rock joints, a linear relationship is assumed

between flow rate and pressure gradient. The joint is idealized as a two-dimensional structure

with the flow occurring in the joint plane, and no variation in flow along the dimenr-i."

peremdicular to the flow. This is the two-dimensional equivalent tc -Jarcy flow, and is

represented with the expression:

Q Gd (9.16)

where d = joint length perpendictvlar to the flow direction

= specimen diameter for the test geometry

Kj = joint permeability (length 3)

Equating Equations 9.15 and 9.16 and rearranging yields the following expression for K: in terms

of quantities which were all measured in the experiments:

Aj = (K,, - K )- (9.17)

9.3.2 Tensile Fracture Joint Permeability Test Results.

Five different series of flow tests were performed on specimens of Salem limestone with

tensile fracture joints. The results of a typical test series (G5A2) are shown in Figure 9-14.
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The data points plotted as small lots in the Figure 9-14 represent the steady state values of

pressure gradient and apparent fluid velocity measured in an individual flow test, and all data

points for flow tests at one value of confining pressure are connected with a line. Equation 9.13

was used to define the equivalent permcability, KI of the jointed specimen at each confining

pressure based on linear fits to the data. This is the value of permeability that an intact

specimen of the same dimensions would have if all of the flow in the jointed test specimen were

distributed over its full cross section. The results of the five flow test series are summarized

in Tables 9-10 through 9-14.

The test results for intact spec'mens that were used to define the flow through the intact

portions of the jointed specimens are presented in Tables 9-2 and 9-3. Figure 9-15 presents Ltie

measured permeability (from Tables 9-2 and 9-3) of intact Salem limestone specimens from two

different blocks that were tested with hydrostatic confinement at pressures up to 12 MPa. Both

specimens exhibit a slight decrease in permeability with increasing pressure over the range

shown, but there is a significant difference in the absolute magnitude of the permeability of the

two specimens. Both data sets can be well represented by linear fits over this pressure rargc,

and these fits are also shown in Figure 9-14. The values of equivalent permeability, K: of tUe

tensile fracture specimens are presented to the same scale in Figure 9-16. For clarity, only the

fits to the intact data are shown. Clearly, there is sufficient variation in intact limestone

permeability that a single curve can not be used as a reference for removing -. e influence of

flow through intact material for all of the joint tests. To facilitate the determination of the

quantity of flow associated with the joints, small adjustments were made to the intact reference

permeabilities to make them consistent with the individual joint flow tests. This was done based

on the assumption that the joints were fully closed when the variation with pressure of the

equivalent permeability of the jointed specimen became the same as that of an intact spec'nen.

in other words, it was assumed that there is no fluid flow through the joint when a pressure is

reached at which the slope of the curve for the jointed specimen in Figure 9-16 reaches the slope

of the line representing the intact material. Since there was a slight difference betwee- the

slopy, of the two intact tests, they were averaged to obtain a generic intact permeability lint .aat

was then adjusted to match the high pressure end of the joint flow test data in Figure 9-16. In

practice this involved the application of some judgement on the part of the analyst. However,

the potential range for locating the line for any given test was small in comparison . the
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permeability of the intact matera so the potential for errors in judgement was not large.

Physically, it seems reasorable to believe that some quantity of flow occurred in the joints at

pressures above the point at which they were assumed to be closed. However, as the flow

through the joint in the test specimen becomes small in comparison with flow through the intact

material, it becomes impossible to resolve the difference. Due to variations in the test data, it

is possible to resolve differences in equivalent permeability of the order of 0.5"10"in m2. For

the 48-mm diameter specimens used in these tests, this corresponds to a resolution in effective

permeability, oc, of about l0"• m"3.

The data used to compute the joint flow fo; the five different tensile fracture joints are

presented in Figures 9-17 through 9-21. Three curves are shown on each figure. In each

figure, the total flow measurements for the jointed specimen are shown as around symbois. The

solid line represents the flow behavior of the intact reference material as it was adj. sted to the

particular joint flow test. The difference between those two ,-urves is indicated by square

symbols. The difference data shown in Figures 9-17 through 9-21 corresponds to the (K: - KL)

term in Equation 9.17. Oniy scaling to account for specimen geometry is necessary to arrive

at tht joint permeability, K,. Figure 9-22 is a semi-iog plot of all of the joint permeability data

as a function of confining pressure, whfich corresponds approximately to normal stress on the

joint. Actually, the effective stress on the joint varies due to the variation in pore pressure. At

pressures up to about 4 MPa, the data fall in a band that can be represented by the expression:

ic = 622e A92 a (9.18)

However, due to the variation mi joint geometry, the permeability data fall on either side of that

expression by approximately a factor of two. At higher pressures, the lack of ability to

dstinguish between joint flow and flow through intact material makes the data questionable.

In planning this test series it was originally envisioned that the permeability of the intact

limestone wouId be consistent enough from specimen to specimen that a nominal value could be

chosen at each pressure level to serve as a reference for the joint permeability tests. As
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discussed in the preceaoig paragraphs, this did not turn out to be the case. The history of one

set of tests provides an interesting illustration of the variability that was incurred. In order to

have the best possible comparison between a jointed specimen and its intact reference, a tensile

fracture jointed permeability specimen (Specimen ID SL23-1T) and an intact permeability

specimen (Specimen ID SL23-1TI) were prepared from the same horizon at immediately adjacent

locations in the same block. Tables 9-2 and 9-11 present the results of the intact and jointed

tests, respectively. At I and 2 MPa confining pressure, there was significantly more flow

through the jointed specimen as evidenced by comparison of the apparent permeabilities listed

in Tables 9-2 and 9-11. .The flow data for the higher confining pressures are essentially the

same for the intact and jointed tests, although there is some scatter. At some pressure levels,

the test data indicate more flow through the intact specimen than through the one with the joint.

The ability to resolve joint flow is clearly limited by the variation in flow properties between

the intact portion of the jointed specimen and the intact reference specimen. In an attempt to

eliminate that as a variable, the intact specimen (SL23-1TI) was split between knife edges to

form a tensile fracture joint. The surfaces where the knife edges contacted rock were ground

smooth to eliminate any possible siiort-cut path for fluid flow. The results of the first flow test

on that jointed specimen are presented in Table 9-12. While the permeability of the intact

specimen was originally measured as 7.95 x 10'IW m2 at 12 MPa confining pressure, the jointed

specimen exhibited only 5.8 x 10-" M2. Since this result appeared to be erroneous, the test was

repeated. The results of the repeat test, presented in Table 9-13 indicate even less flow than the

previous test on the same jointed specimen. It was then hypothebized tha' ti e specimen was

being somehow altered by the testing. Apparently the pores of the intact material were being

clogged by something. The source of the particles clogging the pores could possibly have been

either internal or external to the specimen. Available resources did not permit a thorough

investigation of the unexpected behavior, but one additional test was performed. It was

hypothesized that, whatever the source, of the clogging particles, they were likely to be

concentrated at the upstream end of the specimen. Approximately 2.5 mm of material was

ground off of the upstream end of the specimen and it was re-tested. The results of that test are

presented in Table 9-14. In this test, the equivalent permeability was back up to the level of the

first test after creation of the joint, but not back to where it was as an intact specimen. While

the mechanism of reduction of the rock permeability was not specifically identified, the

phenomenon was clearly identified as a problem that needs consideration in any furthei rock
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permeability test program. This effect is also the source of some uncertainty in the

measurements reported here. Although the error was not well quantified, it appears to be no

more than a factor of two. Since permeability is often expressed only as the closest power of

ten, this uncertainty is not overwhelming.

In the preceding discussion, joint permeability data are presented in terms of the normal

stress acting on the joint. Normal stress is an attractive independent variable because of the ease

with which it can be measured and because it was used to control the actual tests. However,

fluid flcow through a joint is actually related to the geometry of the joint opening, and a more

fundamentaly correct independent variable would be a measure of the joint geometry. In two

of the joint permeability tests, displacement gages were installed to monitor the closure of the

joint as confining pressure was increased. Gages were located at the top and bottom quarter

points of the specimen and measured deformation normal to the jvint plane. The mounts for the

gages penetrated the jacket and attached directly to the rock. A correction for the deformation

of the intact rock was made based on the bulk modulus of the material measured in the
hydrostatic compression tests that are reported in Section 5.3. The resulting data represent only

the deformations of the joints. The joint opening, or aperture, is very difficult to quantify

precisely. For the purpose of this analysis, it was approximated based on the normal

deformation measurements. Figure 9-23 presents the corrected joint deformation measurements

from two of the tensile fracture joint permeability tests. The measured joint deformation data

points in Figure 9-23 were derived by averaging the outputs of both normal deformation gages

in the steady state portion of each run, correcting for deformation of the intact rock, and then

averaging all runs at a given confining pressure. As shown in Figure 9-23, at approximately 4-6

MPa confining pressure, the joint deformation becomes constant, and there is no further closure

with increasing stress. For computation of the joint aperture, it was assumed that the joint was

fully closed at that point, and the aperture was computed as the difference between the measured

joint deformation at the fully closed point and the same quantity at a lower confining pressure

of interest. The aperture-. computed in that way aie also shown in Figure 9-23 for both

specimens.

A plot of joLnt permeability as a function of joint aperture is presented in Figure 9-24.

Unfortunately, reliable deformation measurements are only available for two of the tensile
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fracture tests. The two sets of measurements are from two different jointed specimens. They

are well fit by the expression:

Il = 11.7 es 4 (9.19)

where: 5 = joint aperture

There is much less scatter in the relationship between join: penneability and joint aperture than

the relationship with confining pressure shown in Figure 9-22. For a well-mated tensile fracture

joit, there is a good correlation between joint opening and fluid flow. As shown in Figure

9-23, there is significantly more scatter in the relationship between normal stress and joint

opening.

9.3.3 Smooth Ground Joint Permeability Test Results.

Figure 9-25 is a plot of the steady-state values of pressure gradient and apparent fluid

velocity measured in the test series on a limestone specimen containing a smooth ground joint.

The values of equivalent permeability, KI, derived from the data in Figure 9-25 are summarized

in Table 9-15. The equivalent permeability measurements on the smooth ground specimen from

Table 9-15 are plotted against confining pressuie in Figure 9-26. Also included in Figure 9-26

are the linearized permeability of intact limestone adjusted to the fully closed permeability of the

jointed specimen and the difference between the two representing the flow in the joint. The

derivation of these curves is discussed in more detail in Section 9.3.2. At the time the smooth

ground joint test was performed it was believed that the joint was fully closed at a prtssure

within the test range. However, upon further analysis of the data, it appears that the slope of

the curve for the jointed specimen in Figure 9-26 did not quite reach the intact slope, and hence

the joint was probably not fully closed. To facilitate analysis of the data, a judgement was made

as to where the two curves would come tangent to each other and the linearized intact rock

permeability curve was adjusted to that point for further processing. The joint flow data in

Figure 9-26 were converted to joint permeability, Kp, using Equation 9.17, and the log of joint

permeability is shown as a function of confining pressure in Figure 9-27. As in the case of the

tensile fracture data, an expression was fit to only those data with permeabilities of at least 10
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x 1O"i m3, where the flow through the joint is distinguishable from the flow through the intact

rock. The flow data fiorn the smooth ground joint test are well fit by the expression:

'ý--- 557e M (9.20)

The fit to the tensile fracture joint data is also shown for comparison. There is significantly

more flow through the smooth joint than through the fracture joint at the same normal stress

level. Due to the very small joint normal deformations, usable aperture data were not obtained

for the smooth ground joint test.

9.3.4 Synthetk Joint Permeability Test Results.

One flow test series was performed on a specimen of Salem limestone containing a

synthetic joint as described in Section 3.1.3. The steady state values of pressure gradient and

apparent fluid velocity which were measured in that test are presented in Figure 9-28. Table

9-16 summarizes the permeabilities at each confining pressure which were computed with

Equation 9.13. It is apparent from Figure 9-28 that there is significant nonlinearity in the flow

test results, an indication that the pressure gradient has some dependence on the square of the

apparent velocity. However, the equivalent permeabilities listed in Table 9-16 are based on

simple linear fits. Figure 9-29 presents a plot of the equivalent permeability of the cylindrical

specimen containing the synthetic joint as a fuiction of confining pressure. Also shown in

Figure 9-29 is the average permeability of an intact specimen. At 1 MIPa confining pressure,

the equivalent permeability of the jointed specimen is approximately two orders of magnitude

greater than that of the intact specimens. The equivalent permeability of the specimen with the

synthetic joint decreased significantly as the pressure was raised to 12 M]Pa, but was still about

on order of magnitude greater than the equivalent intact specimen. Due to the relative

magnitudes of flow through the intact rock and the joint, the precise choice of reference

permeability to subtract from the total is does not significantly affect the result, and the average

of the two curves in Figure 9-15 was used for that purpose. The resulting values of joint

permeability are plotted against confining pressure in Figure 9-30. Also shown in Figure 9-30

are fits to the tensile fracture and smooth ground joint data.
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It is clear from Figure 9-30 that there was significant fluid flow through the joint at the

highest confining pressure tested. The irregular surfaces of the synthetic joint were ;aachined

to the specified shape with a numerically controlled milling machine. Due tj the finite

dimension of the smallest practical cutter, the fit between the two halves of the joint was

imperfect, apparently to a much greater degree than a man-made fracture. A ;oint of this type

could probably not be completely closed without significant crushing of the asierities. Hence,

the methodology used to define the joint aperture for tensile fracture and smooth ground joints

is not well defined for the synthetic joint, and no attempt was made to characterize the joint

permcability in terms of joint aperture.
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Table 9-1. Summary of high-pressure permeability tests on intact Salem limestone
under hydrostatic loading.

Test Type Confining Upstream Pore Pore Pressure Absolute

Pressure Pressure Gradient Permeability

(MPa) (MPa) (MPaý.n) (10' 5 m:)

Hydrostatic 10 2--8 24-92 6.11

Hydrostatic 15 2-14 23-150 5.69

Hydrostatic 20 2--18 22-200 5.20

Hydrostatic 25 2-23 23-250 4.84

Hydrostatic 30 2-28 222-310 4.40
Hydrostatic 40 2-37 24-10 3.69

Hydrostatic 50 2--47 22-520 3.05

Hydrostatic 70 2 -66 23-740 2.02

Hydrostatic 90 2-87 25-970 1.22

Hydrostatic 110 2-106 26-1200 0.74

Hydrostatic 130 2-126 24-1400 0.40

Hydrostatic 150 2-135 28-15(X 0.23

"rest ID: S26A1
Core: SL26-53
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Table 9-2. Sununary of low-pressure permeability tests on intact Salem limestone
under hydrostatic loadings.

Test Type Cnrfining Upstream Pore Pressure Absolute
Pressure Pore Pressure Gradient Permeability

(MP2) (MPa) (MPa/m) (j101 mi2 )

Hydrostatic 1 0.06--0.83 0.66-8.6 9.62

Hydrostatic 2 0.14-1.8 1.4-19 9.11

Hydrostatic 3 0.23-2.7 2.4-28 8.68

Hydrostatic 4 0.29-3.6 3.0-37 8.76

Hydrostatic 6 0.39-5.4 4.0-56 8.28

Hvdrostatic 8 0.53-7.7 5.5-80 8.18

Hydrostatic 10 0.71-9.7 7.4-100 7.87

Hydrostatic 12 0.8,40-11.366 8.71-117.88 7.95

Test ID: L2A2
Core: SL23-1TI
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Table 9-3. Summaryn of low-pressure permeability tests on intact Salem limestone
under hydrostatic loading (second specimnera).

Test Type Confining Upstreamr Pore Absolute Volume
Pressure Pore Pressure Pressure Permeablity Strain
(MPa) (MPa) Gradient (lw-15 m 2) I

(MPa/in)

Hvdrostatc 2 0.276-0.999 3.111 6.15 O.X)0.25
Hydrostatic 4 0.413-2.05 -4.7-23 6.27 0.00)04

Hydrostatic 6 0.622-3.08 7.1-35 6.04 0.01X)59

Hydrostatic 8 0.668-4.12 7.6-47 5.87 0.(XX)78

Hydrostatic 10 1.03-5.19 12.0-59 5.73 0.0092

Test ID: AAA162
Core: SL26-55
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Table 9-10. Summary of permeability tests on tensile fracture jointed Salem
limestone specimen (A15A2).

Test Type Confining Upstream Pore Pore Pressure K,
Pressure Pressure Gradient

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa/m)

Hydrostatic 1 0.04-0.7 0.5-8 15.16

Hydrostatic 2 0.1,44- 1.835 1.6- 21 9.85

Hydrostatic 3 0. 282 - 2.783 3.2 - 32 } 8.31

Hydrostatic 4 0.344- 3.811 3.9 - 43 7.54

Hydrostatic 6 {.57/2-2. 774 6.5- 32 6.40

"'" .r.....t'" 8 0� 8o- 4.110 7 24

Hydrostatic 1 1.019 - 5.144 12-58 5.84

Test ID: A15A2
Core: SL26-51

I ~14.4



Table 9-11. Summary of permeability tests on tensile fracture jointed Salem limestone
specimen (U30A2).

[Test Type Confining Upstream Pore Pore Pressure K,
Pressure Pressure Gradient
(MPa) I(MPa) i MPa/m)

Hydrostatic 1 0.06-0.8 0.6-9 12.0

Hydrostatic 2 0.21- 1.8 .3-19 9 S8

Hydrostatic 3 0.23 -2.7 2.3-28 8.85

Hydrostatic 4 0.23 - 3.6 2.3-37 8.50

Hydrostatic 6 0.37-5-0 3.9-51 8.09

Hydrostatic 8 0.57-7.6 5.9-79 7.97

Hydrostatic 10 0.71-9.27 7.40-.100 8.01

Hydrostatic 12 0.78- 11.6 8.1 0 120 S.(H)

Test ID: U30A2
Core: SL23-1T
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Table 9-12. Summary of permeability tests on tensile fracture jointed Salem limestone
specimen (GSA2).

Test Type Confining Upstream Pore Pore Pressure K,

Pressure Pressure Gradient
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa/m)

Hydrostatic 1 0.07 -0.84 0.7-9 13.08

Hydrostatic 2 0.15- 1.8 1.5- 18 9.06

Hydrostatic 3 0.23- 2.7 2.3 - 28 7.65

Hydrostatic 4 0.32-3.6 3.4- 37 7.16

Hydrostatic 6 0.47-5.4 4.9-56 6.90

Hydrostatic 8 0.61 -7.7 6.4-80 6.63L ydrostatic 1 (J.b7-9.b 7.0-1lX b. 13

Hydrostatic 12 0.89- 11.5 9.2-119 5.80

Note: This specimen was tested first in the intact condition in Test L2A2 (Table 9-2).

Test ID: G5A2
C ý-.-e: SL23-1TI
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Table 9-13. Summary. of permeability tests on tensile fracture jointed Salem limestone
specimen (OAA282).

Test Type Confining Upstream Pore Pore Pressure K,
Pressure Pressure Gradient

(MPa) (MPa) (NIPa/m)

Hydrostatic 1 0.07-0.8 0.8-8 15.43

Hydrostatic 2_0.15-1.8 1.5- 17 8.62

Hydrostatic 3 0.21-2.7 2. 1 - 28 6 32

Hydrostatic 4 0.29 - 3.6 3.0-37 5.44

Hydrostatic 6 0.44-5.4 4.6-56 5.03

Hydrostatic 8 0.60-7.2 6.2-74 4.82

Hydrostatic 10 0.73-9.6 7.6-100 4.46

Hydrostatic 12 0.88- 11.5 9.2-120 4.66

Note: This is a repeat of Test G5A2 (Table 9.12).

Test ID: OAA282
Core: SL3 3 -1
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Table 9-14. Summary of permeability tests on tensile fracture jointed Salem limestone
specimen (OAA302).

Test Type Confining Upstream Pore Pore Pressure K,
Pressure Pressure Gradient

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa.m)

Hydrostatic 1 0.14-0.8 1.4-9 15.18

Hydrostatic 2 0.28-1.6 2.9- 17 10.54

Hydrostatic 3 0.45- 2.5 4.7 - 26 8.06

Hydrostatic 4 0.55-3.3 5.7-35 7.11

Hydrostatic 6 0.82-5.0 8.5-51 6.39

Hydrostatic 8 1.11 - 7.7 11.5-80 6.15

Hydrostatic 10 1.41-9.6 14.6-100 5.85
Hydrostatic ] 12 1.68- 11.6 17.4- 120 5.84

Note: This is a repeat of Test OAA282 after grinding approximately 2.5 mm off the
upstream -nd of the specimen.

Test ID: OAA302
Core: SL23-1TI
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Table 9-15. Summary of permeability tests on a smooth ground jointed Salem
limestone specimen.

Test Type Confining Upstream Pore Pore Pressure K,
Pressure Pressure Gradient

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa/m)

Hydrostatic 1 0.07-0.8 0.7-9 19.85

Hydrostatic 2 0.14-1.8 1.5- 19 15.18

Hydrostatic 3 0.19-2.7 2.0-28 12.37

Hydrostatic 4 0.30-3.6 3.1 - 37 10.47

Hydrostatic 6 0.41-5.4 4.3-56 9.18

Hydrostauc 8 0.58-7.6 6.0- 79 8.18

Hydrostatic 10 0.69-9.7 7.2- 101 7.38

Test ID: L15A2
Core: SL22-9
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Table 9-16. Summary of permeability tests on a synthetic jointed Salem limestone
specimen with synthetic fracture.

Test Type Confining Upstream Pore Pore Pressure K,
Pressure Pressure Gradient
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa/m)

Hydrostatic 1 0.07-0.7 0.7-7 883

Hydrostatic 2 0.15-1.1 1.6 - 12 546

Hydrostatic 3 0.21-1.5 2.2- 16 427

Hydrostatic 4 0.29- 1.8 3.0- 19 343

Hydrostatic 6 0.35-2.6 3.6-27 228

Hydrostatic 8 0.35-3.6 3.6-37 179

Hydrostatic 10 0.34-4.5 3.5-46 140

Hydrostatic 12 0.41 - 5.2 4.3-54 112

Test ID: L20A2
Core: SL22-7
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Figure 9-1. Schematic section of permeability test apparatus.
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SECTION 10

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF ROCK JOINT RESPONSE

This section describes the development of a constitutive model for rock joints that can

be implemented in a finite element program tor explicit simulation of joints in a rock mass. The

model treats the joint as a thin porous continuum with finite thickness so that in forming material

constitutive relationships, stresses and strains are used instead of forces and displacements. The

stress-strain relauonships w.ere denved based on elastoplasuc theory, and strain softening in the

brittle and brittle-ductile transition regions are expressed in terms of plastic work. The following

subsections present the theoretical deri',ation of the model, procedures for parameter evaluation,

and a verification problem.

10.1 THEORETICAL DERIVATION OF ELASTOPLASTIC RESPONSE OF JOINTS.

ti ,,j ,, ,,um uo that i e joint has lnlte thickness. Thus the

constitutive relationship is formulated in terms of stress and strain. The stress space is assumed

to be composed of two regions as shown schematically in Figure 10-1. Region I reprcsents the

brittle and brittle-ductile transition zones where continued shearing causes the material to reach

a shear strength limit and then decrease to the residual strength. Region II represents ductile

zone where the stress-strain response of the joint is the same as that of the intact material. In

Region II, the joint shear responses are assumed to be elastic below the strength envelope and

elastoplastic along the strength envelope. In Region I, the joint shear responses are assumed to

be elastic up to the peak strength and elastoplastic with strain softening when the shear strain

is increased beyond the point at which the peak strength is reached. Strain softening in !.i's

region is related to the accumulated plastic work. In the following, incremental stress-strain

relations for softening are derived based on the theory of plasticity.

10.1.1 Notations.

This subsection lists the notation used in the derivation. In keeping with tho usual

geotechnical convention, positive signs indicate compression.
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{df ) : total strain increment vector

[d•,) elastic stLi.1in increment vector

(d(} plastic strain increment vector

df n normal (axial) strain incremcnt

SE,,, •elastic normal (axial) strain increment

dE,,r •plastic normal (axial) strain increment

d'" shear (tangential) strain increment

dy -• elastic shear (tangential) strain increment

dy • plastic shear (tangential) strain increment

(do'} (effective) stress increment ve.tor

do,, • (effective) normal stress increment

dr shear (tangential) stress increment

P. atmospheric pressure

[DC • elastic stress-strain matrix

rrLep stress-stari ruaW

E Young's modulus

G" " shear modulus

WP -plastic work
Wp.,=o 5 plastic work at s=0.5

ýr "normalized plastic work

s softening variable

T apparent tensile stiength

17, •yield constant

m yield copstant

0, "residual friction angle

F yield function

G potential function

a softening constant

b softening constant

c plastic potentia' constant

d plastic potential constant
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10.1.2 Total Strain Increment.

The total strain is comprised of the elastic and plastic components of strain as given by:

{4e} We(i) , {dec} (10.1)

or

10.1.3 Elastic Stress-Strain Relationship.

The incremental elastic constitutive law can be expressed in the following matrix form:

{do§ = [D'] {dE) (10.2)

or

LO G0C] rd2,

The elastic modulus, El, is assumed to be expressed as a function of effective normal sti -ss:

E = E (o,') (10.3)

and the shear modulus is assumed to be constant:

G' = constant (10.4)
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10.1.4 Yield Equation.

The proposed joint model does not allow hardening. Thus the yield surface coincides

with the failure surface. The joint model, however, allows strain softening which is r,-lated to

the plastic work.

F (oU, e) (o, W, (F.)) : 0 (10.5)

The explicit form of yield equation is given by:

F(o,, -, iP) = (1-s) X,. + s- e = 0 (10.6)
aP

where:

1 *t
Xr - (10.7)tan, Pa

a (10.8)

s = (10.9)

Wp (10. 10)
P W p.,s-.

dWP f {oI}T {dp}= = l } {dcP} (10.11)

or

dWf o "d, + t "dyP
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Note that Wp.,.o . in Equation 10. 10 is the plastic work at s=0.5 and is expressed as a-function

of effective normal stress.

W = a • a' + b (10.12)

10.1.5 Flow Rule.

A nonassociated flow rule is assumed. Thus, the plastic strain increment, {dfp}, is in the

direction normal to the potential surface:

{dep} =d, (10.13)

or

[8G1

IdyP j 1)
where dA is a non-negative proportionality constant and the derivatives of the potential function

with respect to the stress components are given by:

2 - con +d (10.14)

and

- 1 (10.15)
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10.1.6 Normal to the Yield Function.

The derivatives of the yield function with respect to the stress components are given by:

faF~
JaF c = yno4 (10.16)

where:

aF S (X, X o 693 a t- (10.17)ao'. (aol + b) Pa

and

8F - (1-s) s ?I,
& P, ta p0, (2 (10.18)

10.1.7 Consistency Equation.

During yielding, the consistency equation forces the stresses to move along the yield

surface.

dE FIT {do'} + OF+ dW = 0 (10.19)laF-o'jl aw

where:

dW -W {dCP) = {o§"T {dEp} (10.20)
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Substitution of Equation 10.13 into Equation 10.20 yields:

dWP = dX .{o1IT c'r.} (10.21)

And the partial derivative of yield function with respect to the plastic work is given by:

F = 0.693
a WP aon + b

10.1.8 Formulation of Elastoplastic Stress-Strain Matrix.

Equation 10.21 is substituted into Equation 10.19. to obtain:

ida I + =-F T0 (10.23)
Lao'i aw,taJ

The elastic strain vector in Equation 10.2 is rewritten in terms of the plastic strain vector using

Equation 10.1, to obtain:

{do} = [D9 (idel - {fdp}) (10.24)

The plastic strain vector in Equation 10.24 can be expressed in terms of the derivatives of

potential function with the aid of Equation 10. 13.

(do') = [Dr] del - [D9 d){_} (A0.25)

Now substituting Equation 10.25 into Equation 10.23 and solving for dA, to obtain:
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T
aF [D9 (de)

A ac (10.26)
T[D9 8G _ aF iqT aG.

By backsubstituting this dX into Equation 10.25, the effective stress increment is directly related

to the total strain increment as follows:

{da"} = [DeP] {de} (10.27)

where the incremental elastoplastic constitutive matrix is expressed as:

[D` [DI

[D tP] z [D T- a-- (10.28)

1J)9 I n[Dl -I W o J8G

10.2 EVALUATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS FOR TENSILE FRACTURE JOINTS

OF SALEM LIMESTONE.

Section 10.3 presents an example of the joint model used to predict the stresses and strain

softening for specified input strains. The determination of material parameters used in that

verification problem are described in this secdon. Since the development of the model was done

in parallel with the laboratory testing, the example is based on test data from a previous joint

testing effort (Chitty and Blouin, 1992).
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10.2.1 Elastic Constants.

Based on the unload and reload slopes of unconfined compression tests of tensile fracture

joints, the following elastic modulus (E_,) and shear modulus (G') for a fully closed joint were

obtained.

F_ = 31,000 MPa

G" = 12,500 MPa

10.2.2 Joint Compressibility.

The model treats the joint as a thin continuum with finite thickness so that determination

of the joint thickness is necessary to relate the measured joint displacements to joint strains.

Joint thickness, t consists of the average thickness of roughness, t, and the gap between top and

bottom surfaces, t8 . That is,

t = t, + ts (10.29)

The roughness, t4, was estimated as 0.66 mm from the joint profile shown in Figure 10-2. The

gap, t., was estimated from the normal compressibility test (A3CO). The value for t, of 0.074

mm was obtained at the lock-up point of the joint normal displacement. Thus, from the

Equation 10.29, the esti,.I.•ted joint thickness is

t = 0.66 + 0.074 = 0.73 mm

Figure 10-3 presents the results of a normal compressibility test on a tensile fracture joint

in Salem limestone. In this test, a V-shaped groove approximately 3 mm deep was cut around

the circumference of the limestone specimen at mid-height. Two sets of mounting fixtures were

attached to the sides of the specimen with epoxy adhesive and LVDTs were attached to measure

axial deformation of a portion of the specimen including the groove at two diametrically opposed

locations. The specimen was loaded axially in unconfined compression and the output of the

axial deformation gages was recorded and averaged. The solid line labeled "Pre-Fracture" in

Figure 10-3a represents that record. Without disturbing the LVDT mounting fixtures, the

specimen was placed ir "ecial grips and loaded in tension until it broke along the groove,
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creating a tensile fracture joint. It was then re-loaded in unconfined compression. The data

recorded in that test are shown as the dashed line in Figure l0-3a labeled "Post-Fracture". The

difference betwe,..n those two displacements, which is shown in Figure l0-3b. represents the

normal displacement of the joint, assuming that the joint has no thickness when it is completely

closed. Hovwever the model formulation, presented here is based on the assumption that the joint

has a finite thickness. The following analysis was performed to convert the data to a form that

will support this analysis.

It is necessary to estimate gage length (h) to interpret the joint normal compressibility

data shown in Figure 10-3 in terms of axial stress and strain. Figure l0-3a shows the axial

stress vs. axial displacement plot for intact sample (A3AO). The axial displacement U, at

a = 30 MPa is 0.016 mm. Since the Young's modulus of intact Salem limestone is

q= 31,000 MPa, the axial strain of the intact sample at a.' = 30 MPa can be computed as:

!o,, 30 _

C -30 - 0.00097
E, 31,000

Thus the gage length can be estimated from the measured displacement and the computed strain

as:

h = U, . 0.016 - 16.5mm
el 0.00097

To support the analysis assuming finite joint thickness, the joint stress-strain curve was

computed from specimen normal displacement, U•, represented by the Post-Fracture curve in

Figure l0-3a, by subtracting the elastic deformation of the material in the gage length less the

joint thickness, t, as follows:

19U - (h a
t E
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Using Equation 10.30, the joint normal stress-strain curve, shown in Figure 1-.4 was constructed

in idealized fom.

10.2.3 Peak and Residual Shear Strength Parameter.

The peak strength envelope was obtained by ,ubstituting s= 1 into the expression for the

failure envelope, Equation 10.6.

P, P i_(10.31)

On+T

Equation 10.31 can be expressed in the following form for a linear regression fit to the

laboratory strength data transformed to variables (a,, + T)/r and (a,, + T)/P,:

/+T
on+T 1 _ m (10.32)

This requires that the apparent tensile strength, T, first be selected by eye. From the linear

regression fit to the joint peak strength data, the intercept and the slope ( J are obtained.

The computed values for the data set shown in Figure 10-5 (from Chitty and Blouin, 1992) are:

= 1.11

and

m = 0.000717

T was selected to be 6 MPa before fitting to the data. The resulting fit is also shown in Figure

10-5.

The residual strength envelope was obtained by substituting s=0 into Equation 10.6. The

resulting expression for residual strength is:
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tan (10.33)-=tart *-."

The residual friction angle, 0, = 40', was obtained by a straight line fit to the sawcut joint

strength as shown in Figure 10-5.

10.2.4 Strain Softening Parameter.

The joint model assumes that the strain softening is related to the normalized plastic

work, Ep, which is related to the softening variable, s, by Equation 10.9. Thus. when ýp = 0,

s= 1 and yield equation coincides with peak strength envelope. When ýp = 1, s = 0.5 and

yield equation is half way between the peak and residual strength envelopes. When tp

approaches infinity, s= 1 and the yield equation coincides with the residual strength envelope.

It should be noted that tp in Equation 10. 10 is the current plastic work, W., normalized

by the plastic work at s=0.5 (Wp.,,.(o). As shown in Figure 10-1, the triaxial compression

stress path for a given confining pressure, a.', crosses the yield equation (s=0.5) at the stress

point (a. ', r,). From a plot of joint shear stress, r as a functioti of plastic work WP, for each

confining pressure, Wp.,=_ 5 at r=rm is found, as shown in Figure 10-6. For each confining

pressure, u.,' and Wp. -0 are listed in Table 10-1. The softening parameters, a and b, in

Equation 10.12 can be found by a least squares fit to the data as shown in Figure 10-7. The

resulting values are.

a = 0.474

b = 1.7

10.2.5 Plastic Potential Parameters.

The flow rule specifies the direction of the plastic straini increment. This model uses a

nonassociative flow rule so that the plastic strain increment vector is normal to a potential

surface which is different from the yield surface.
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The plastic potential parameters, c and d in Equation 10. 14, can be related to the slope

of the normal to the shear strain by combining Equations 10.13, 10.14, and 10. 15.

ao
a c' - • I + d (10.34)
&G dyp

Figure 10-8 shows the measured joint normal displacement plotted as a function of joint

tangential displacement at confining pressures of 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 MPa. The slope of these

curves represents very closely the ratio of the normal to shear plastic strain increment in

Equation 10.34 since the elastic strains in this softening region are very small compared to the

plastic strains. Figure 10-9 shows the values of these slopes plotted as a function of the effective

normal stresses. These effective normal stresses are not the confining pressures but the stresses

at the average of peak and residual strength envelopes. A least squares fit to the data gives the

following plastic potential parameters:

c = 0.00783

d= -0.236.

10.3 VERIFICATION PROBLEM.

This section presents two verification problems for the material model using the

parameter values for tensile fracture joints in Salem limestone that were determined in Section

10.2. The incremental constitutive relations were formulated in the form of stiffness matrix.

Thus, for a known strain increment, the constitutive matrix computes the corresponding stress

increment. For verification, the model will be used to simulate laboratory triaxial compression

tests. Two triaxial tests at confining pressures of 5 and 15 MPa were selected. The ratio of

input normal strain to shear strain is estimated as -0. 133 for 5 MPa confining test and 0.029 for

15 MPa confining test based on the measured displacement slopes shown in Figure 10-8. Both

predictions begin at stress points on the peak strength envelope and continue until they approach

to the residual strength envelope.
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Figure 10-10 shows predicted and measured stress paths during the strain softening

portion of triaxial compression test. Though the predicted stresses do not decrease as a single

straight line as in the triaxial compression test, the trend of predicted stress paths geiierally

follows those measured in the laboratory. Figure 10-11 shows predicted and measured strain

softening plotted as a function of plastic work. There is good agreement between the predicted

and measured strain softening.

10.4 CONCLUSIONS RELATED TO JOINT SIMULATION.

A joint material model was developed based on the results of laboratory tests conducted

on tensile fracture joints of Salem limestone. The proposed joint model is a first step in the

development of more complicated models for in situ rock joints. In addition to multi-linear

segments for the normal compressibility, the joint model has nine parameters describing elastic

and elastoplastic responses with strain softening. These material parameters can be

systematically cxtracted from laboratory test results as described in Section, 10.2. The joint

model can easily be adapted to a continuum based numerical simulation program to represent

the discontinuities between intact rock blocks.
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Table 10-1. Plastic work at s=0.5 tabulated as a function of normal stress.

Confining Pressure Average Normal WP. =,0. in in Strain
o'., (MPa) Stress Displacement (NIPa)

g"' (MPa) (MPa-mm)

1 7.95 3.5 4.8

5 16.95 6.5 8.9

10 25.14 11.5 15.8

15 34.(X) 13.5 18.5

"20 42.60 15.0 20.5

Note that joint thickness t=0.73 mm is used to compute strains from displacements.
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Figure 10-1. Illustration of the yield and strength envelopes for the joint model.
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Figure 10-2. Measured joint roughness profile that was used to derive the joint thickness.
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Figure 10-3b. Joint compressibility curme deriveo from the data shown in Figure s l-3a.
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SECTION 11

ASTM/ISR INTERLABORATORY TEST PROGRAM

This section presents the results of laboratory rock property tests performed by ARA as

part of the Interlaboratory Testing Program for Rock Properties, which is being conducted by

the Institute for Standards Research. a subsidiary of the American Society for Testing and

Materials. The laboratory work was performed by ARA's Materials Testing Laboratory located

in South Royalton, Vermont during August and September 1991, and during May and June

1993.

The test program was conducted in two parts. Under Phase 1, ARA prepared and tested

specimens of four different types of rock:

Barre granite 2.645 Mg/m3

Berea sandstone 2.150 Mg/m'

Salem limestone 2.265 Mg/m'

Tennessee marble 2.690 Mg/mr

After an extensive series dimensional and tolerance measurements, all four rock types were

tested to determine ultrasonic wavespeeds in compression and shear; elastic constants and

strength in unconfined compression; and splitting tensile strength. Under Phase 2 of the

program, the same types of rock, except Salem limestone, were tested in triaxial compression

to determine elastic constants and strength. The Phase 2 tests were performed on specimens that

were supplied in finished form by the study's organizers.

11.1 SPECIMEN PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENT.

For the Phase 1 tests, the rock materials were supplied to ARA in the form of cores with

rough ends. The specimens for the Phase 2 tests were supplied in finished form with ground
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ends. In both phases of the program. dimensional tolerance checks were made by the ARA

laboratory prior to testing.

11.1.1 Phase 1 Specimen Preparation.

The sample material of all four rock types arrived at the ARA laboratory in the form of

cores approximately 55 mm in diameter and 225 mm in length. Of each rock type four

specimens were prepared with length to diameter ratio (L/D) in the range of 2.0 to 2.5 for

unconfined compression testing, and four were prepared with L/D between 0.5 and 1.0 for

splitting tensile tests.

The cores were cut to the required lengths and the ends were ground using a 170 grit

diamond wheel on a precision surface grinder. The specimens for the unconfined compression

tests were prepared with their ends parallel within 0.0005 in. over the specimen diameter. For

each specimen that was to tested in unconfined compression a complete dimensional tolerance

check 'vas performed in accordance with ASTM D 4543, and all specimens were in conformance

with the specification prior to testing. In addition since the tests were not conducted with a

spherical bearing head in the load path, the protocols for the interlaboratory test program

required that the ends be parallel to each other witrun 0.00U* incf (0.013 mm) over the (nominal

54-mm) specimen diameter. Since no method was specified, determination of parallelism of the

ends was based on the measurements were used to evaluate end flatness and perpendicularity,

as specified by ASTM D 4543, Paragraph 5.2. Special care was taken with these measurements

to ensure that the specimen was not moved in the V-block while both ends were measured.

11.1.2 Phase 2 Specimen Preparation.

For Phase 2 of the interlaboratory test program, the program organizers supplied the

specimens to ARA in finished form with ground ends. These specimens were measured in the

ARA laboratory to insure that they met the dimension tolerances specified by ASTM D 4543.
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11.2 ULIRASONIC WAVESPEED MEASUREMENTS.

Ultrasonic compression and shear wavespeeds were measured in accordance with ASTM

D 2845 on the Phase I test specimens prior to destructive testing. These measurements were

made using two piezoelectric transducers, one to send and one to receive, and a 20 MHz digital

storage oscilloscope to measure the transit time. The P-wavespeed measurements were made

on the same specimens that were later used for the unconfined compression tests, having length

to diameter ratio approximately equal to two (L/D = 2). Since the shear waves were highly

attenuated over the 100-mm length of the unconfined compression test specimens, the shear

wavespeeds were measured on the splitting tensile test specimens which had L/D < 1.

The results of the waves.need determinations are summari7ed for each rock type in Tables

11- I through 11-4. Each table presents the mean of the five wavespeed measurements for each

specimen of a given rock type, and the mean and standard deviation of the individual specimen

means.

11.3 UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS.

Elastic constants arJ unconfined strengths were determined from unconfined compression

tests conducted in accordance with ASTM D 3148 and D 2938. The tests were performed in

a press designed by ARA that is typically used for triaxial compression testing of rocks at

confining pressures up to 400 MPa and axial loads up to 3.5 MN. It is a four-column frame

with movable crosshead. In the unstressed condition, the upper and lower loading surfaces are

parallel within 0.005 mm (0.0002 inches) over their entire 3-inch diameter. The machine is not

equipped with a spherical head. This is the same machine used to conduct the Pilot Tests.

Aluminum rings of slightly larger diameter than the test specimen were attached near the

top and bottom of the specimen by means of three set screws with conical pointed tips spaced

1200 apart. The two axial LVDTs were attached to the rings at diametrically opposite locations.

The LVDT body was attached to the top ring and a rod connected to the LVDT core was affixed
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to the bottom ring. This resulted in a gage length of appioximately 0.40 inches less than the

specimen length. A third floating ring was used to hold a single radial LVDT. The radial

LVDT was clamped to the ring with the core rod spring loaded to maintain contact with the

specimen. A screw on the opposite side of the ring served as a reference point for the radial

deformation measurement. A strain gage bridge load cell in the load path provided a

measurement of the applied load. The load and deformation measurements were digitized at 1-

second intervals and recorded by a microcomputer based digital data acquisition system.

Tables 11-5 through 11-8 present the unconfined compressive strength and values of

elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio determined at 25%, 50%, and 75% of the unconfined

strength. The modulus and Poisson's ratio values were determined by a least squares fit to the

appropriate data set over a range of ±5% of the unconfined strength around the nominal value.

Plots of the measured axial and radial strain against axial stress and of axial strain against radial

strain are presented in Appendix F for each test specimen.

11.4 SPLI'ITING TENSILE STRENGTH TESTS.

Splitting tensile strengths of the four rock types were determined in accordance with

ASTM D3967, as modified by the protocols. The tests were performed in the same load frame

as the unconfined compression tests. As instructed by the test protocol, bearing strips were from

the cardboard approximately 0.7 mm thick. The specimens loaded on the orientation line that

was marked on the specimen material provided by the committee. The times for loading the

various specimens ranged between 3 and 6 minutes. In all cases, failures occurred along the

plane of loading. Tables 11-9 through 11-12 present the test results including specimen

dimensions and summary statistics.

11.5 TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS.

Triaxial compression tests were performed under Phase 2 of the interlaboratory test

program on specimens of three rock types, Barre granite, Berea sandstone, and Tennessee
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marble. Four specimens each of three different rock types were tested at confining pressures

of 10, 25, and 40 MPa. for a total of 36 tests. The tests were performed in a triaxial apparatus

which was designed by ARA, and has ciosed-loop servo control of both the confining pressure

and axial loading piston. It is a four-column frame with movable crosshead. In the unstressed

condition, the upper and lower loading surfaces are parallel within 0.005 mm (0.0002 inches)

over their entire 3-inch diameter. The machine is not equipped with a spherical head.

All specimens were oven dried prior to testing. The tests were performed with the test

specimens at room temperature (approx. 20'C). In preparation for testing, each specimen was

placed between hardened steel endcaps without lubricating materials. To separate the specimen

from the confining fluid, a jacket of heat-shrinkable polyolefin tubing was placed over the

specimen and shrunk to a tight fit. The ends of the jacket were sealed to the steel endcaps with

epoxy adhesive and held in place with wire clamps.

Measurements of specimen deformatiuns were made with two axial LVDTs and two

radial LVDTs placed as indicate in Figure 4-1. Two radial deformý..ion measurements were

made at locations oriented 900 to each other. The two radial gages were as close as practical

to mid-height of the specimen, one approximately 10 mm below and the other approximately 10

mm above. In both the axial and radial directions, the two deformation gage outputs were

averaged and scaled to obtain the reported radial deformation strains. The axial load was

measured with a load cell placed directly on top of the top cap, inside the pressure vessel. This

location avoids any errors due to seal friction. The load cell consists of a solid steel cylinder

with eight strain gages wired into a full bridge. The load cell was designed and built by ARA.

The load and deformation measurements were digitized at 1-second intervals and recorded by

a microcomputer based digital data acquisition system. The calibrations of all of the instruments

used to measure the pressure, load, and deformation are traceable to NIST.

Tables 11-13 through 11-15 present the values of elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio

determined by least squares fits to the appropriate data sets over the ranges. 25-50% of peak

axial load and 40-60% of peak axial load for Barre granite, Berea sandstone and Tennessee
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Marble, respectively. Each fit included approximately 50 data points. Appendix F contains a

complete set of response data from the triaxial compression tests, including plots of axial and

radial strain against stress difference and of axial strain against radial strain.
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Table 11-1. Summary of ultrasonic wavespeed measurements on Barre granite.

Specimen Rock Compression Shear
ID Type (km/s) (km/s)

BG/91/1-7 Barre Granite 3.54 2.30

BG/91/2-15 Barre Granite 3.52 2.48

BG/91/3-4 Barre Granite 3.53 2.55

BG/91/5-4 Bare Granite 3.53 2.50
BG/91/6-8 Barre Granite 3.57 2.48

I-I

Mean 3.54 2.46

Std.Dev. 0.017 0.085

Coef. of Var. 0.49% 3.45%
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Table 11-2. Summary of ultrasonic wavespeed measurements on Berea sandstone.

Specimen Rock Compression Shear
ID Type (km/s) (km/s)

BS/91/1-7/1 Berea Sandstone 2.13 1.51

BS/91/2-15 Berea Sandstone 2.20 1.43

BS/91/3-4 Berea Sandstone 2.18 1.51

BS/91/4-1 Berea Sandstone 2.07 1.48

BS/91/4-16 Berea Sandstone 1.99 1.46

Mean 2.11 1.48

Std.Dev. 0.077 0.031

Coef. of Var. 3.62% 2.07%
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Table 11-3. Summary of ultrasonic wavespeed measurement on Salem limestone.

Specimen Rock Type Compression Shear
ID (kin/s) (kmls)

SLI91/l-7 Salem Limestone 4.30 2.48

SL.91/2-4 Salem Limestone 4.35 2.36

SU/91/3-3 Salem Limeston'm 4.32 2.35

SL/91/3-20 Salem Limestone 4.34 2.40

SL/91/4-15 Salem Limestone 4.37 2.37

Mean 4.34 2.39

Std.Dev. 0.024 0.047

Coef. of Var. 0.56% 1.97%
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Table 11-4. Summary of ultrasonic wavespeed measurements on Tennessee marble.

SpwImen Rock Compression Shear

TM/91/1/2-19 Tennessee Marble 5.98 3.48

TM/91/3/2-19B Tennessee Marble 6.40 3.28

TM/91/4/1-2 T&B Tennessee Marble 6.26 3.41

TM/91/4/2-5 T&B Tennessee Marble 6.27 3.29

TM/91/4/2-20 Tennessee Marble 6.36 3.35

Mean 6.25 3.36

Std.Dev. 0.147 0.075

Codf. of Var. 2.35% 2.24%
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Table 11-9. Splitting tensile strength data for Barre granite.

Specimen Specimen Dry Tensile
Specimen Rock Length Diameter Mass Strength

ID O (in.) (in.) (g) (MPa)

BG/91/l-7 Barr Granite 1.655 2.169 264.4 16.17

BG/91/2-15 Barre Granite 1.595 2.169 255.1 13.77

BG/91/3-4 Barre Granite 1.591 2.169 254.2 14.12

BG/91/5-4 Barre Granite 1.629 2.168 260.1 14.46

BG/91/6-8 Barre Granite 1.594_ 2.172 255.5 14.33

Mean 14.57

Std. Dev. 0.833

Coef. of Var. 5.72%

22-
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Table 11-10. Splitting tensile strength data for Berea sandstone.

Specimen Specimen Dry Tensile
Specimen Rock Length Diameter Mass Strength

ID Type (in.) (in.) (g) (MPa)

BS/91/1-7/1 Berea Sandstone 1.648 2.148 207.2 3.94

BS/91/2-15 Berea Sandstone 1.689 2.152 213,7 3.86

BS/91/3-4 Berea Sandstone 1.667 2.157 212.7 4.04

BS/91/4-1 Berea Sandstone 1.649 2.169 211.0 3.61

BS/91/4-16 Berea Sandstone 1.619 2.169 207.9 3.77

Mean 3.84

Std. Dev. 0.147

Coef. of Var. 3.83%
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Table 11-11. Splitting tensile strength data for Salem limestone.

Specimen Specimen Dry Tensile
Specimen Rock Length Diameter Mass Strength

ID Type (in.) (in.) (g) (MPa)

SIJ91/1-7 Salem Limestone 1.639 2.161 221.1 5.09

SL/91/2-14 Salem Limestone 1.658 2.160 225.7 5.74

SLJ91/3-3 Salem Limestone 1.608 2.160 217.3 5.35

SL/91/3-20 Salem Limestone 1.645 2.160 222.6 5.41

SLI91/4-15 Salem Limestone 1.666 2.1'63 227.1 5.35

Mean 5.39

Std. Dev. 0.208

Coef. of Var. 3.86%
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Table 11-12. Splitting tensile stre;i,,i diAi for Tennessee marble.

-

Spechuen Specimen Dry Tensile
Specimen Rock Length Diameter Mass Strength

ED Type (n.) (in.) (g) (MPa)

TM/91/l/2-19 Tennessee Marble 1.690 2.168 274.4 10.60

TM/91/3/2-19B Tennessee Marble 1.669 2.161 269.8 8.20

TM/91/4/1-2T T -nnessee Marble 1.666 2.173 272.1 11.94

TM/91/4/2-5T Tennessee Marble 1.613 2.171 263.2 11.27

TM/91/4/2-20 Tennessee Marble 1.645 2.171 268.6 11.01
m -Mean 

10.60

Std. Dev. 1.278

Coef. of Var. 12.06%
2i2
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SECTION 12

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This document reports the results of a program of laboratory test and supporting analysis

that was conducted to investigate the mechanical response of porous jointed rock. The research

addressed a variety of related topics, all designed to support development of first principles

methodologies for simulation and prediction of the response of in situ rock masses to explosive

loading. The tests were performed on i very uniform porous limestone from the Salem

formation near Bedford, Indiana, USA. While a standard mechanical characterization of the

intact rock was included in the program, it emphasized the mechanical behavior of joints and

fluid flow through intact rock and rock joints. The following summarizes the major findings of

the research effort.

The test program included a complete physical and mechanical characterization

of the Salem limestone, including bulk and grain densities, compressional and

shear wavespeeds, hydrostatic compression and uniaxial strain tests at confining

pressures up to 400 MPa, and triaxial compression tests to define the strength

envelope at confining pressures up to 400 MPa, but emphasizing pressures less

than 50 MPa. A series of unconfined compression tests on specimens with

varying water contents showed that the strength of an oven dried specimen is

approximately 20% greater than a nominally identical specimen with 2% or

greater water content.

Three different types of man-made joint surfaces were developed for

strength/deformation and permeability testing. Tensile fracture joints were made

by splitting intact pieces of limestone between knife edges. A lower bound on

joint strength was developed from tests on smooth ground surfaces. A technique

was developed to reproducibly synthesize mating surfaces using a fractal

representation of the surface topography and numerically controlled machine tools

to create the surface.
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* The tensile fracture and synthetic joints were characterized using a laser

profilometer and the fractal dimensions were determined.

Strengths of the three types of joints were measured in triaxial compression tests

on cylindrical specimens with joints oriented at 300 to the cylinder axes. Strength

envelopes were defined in Mohr's circle space for the three joint types as well as

the intact rock. At 35 MPa confining pressure (75 MPa normal stress), all three

joint types behave like intact rock. At lower confining pressures, the tensile

fracture joints reh a peak strength at which point the asperities begin to shear

off and the stress that the joint will support drops to a residual strength level.

The synthesized joints behave in a similar manner except that, due to impe...3ct

mating, the peak strength is lowei than a tensile fracture with the sam, roughness

amplitude tested under the same conditions. Under shear loading, smooth ground

surface reach a strength limit slightly less than the residual strength of the other

joint types, which remains essentially constant under additional shearing.

At confining pressures less than about 10 MPa, the tensile fracture and synthetic

joints tend to dilate under shear loading, while at higher pressures, they undergo

a slight compaction. The smooth ground joint exhibited slight compaction at all

pressures tested.

* Specimens of Salem limestone were fully saturated with water and then loaded

hydrostatically while measurements were made of rock skeleton deformation and

pore pressure. In some tests, pore water was drained from the specimen and the

relationship between the volume of drained water and the pore pressure change

was used to compute the specific storage of the porous rock. Numerical

simulations of the undrained tests were performed with a program which makes

a closed form calculation using the compressibilities of the pore fluid, solid

grains, and drained porous skeleton as inputs while enforcing all compatibility

conditions. The results of the simulations were in good agreement with the test

measurements, demonstrating the efficacy of the effective stress approach for
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analysis of saturated porous materials.

Trwxial compression tests were performed on intact limestone and specimens with

three types of joints at strain rates ranging from 10.2 to 10 - s'. The strength of

the intact limestone exhibited approximately 5 % increase for each decade increase

in strain rate. A similar trend was evident in the tensile fracture joints, but the

data did not show the synthetic and smooth ground joints to have a significant

strain rate dependence.

A comparison test -;eries of 20-MN triaxial compression tests at a range of strain

rates was run on intact and jointed specimens that were damp but not saturated

(2.5 % water content) and fully saturated but allowed to drain during testing. The

saturated drained intact specimens developed strengths approximately 5% lower

than the corresponding specimens that were not saturated. Numerical simulations

based on measured permeabilities of the limestone indicate that no more that

5 MPa pore pressure developed in the saturated drained test at I0" s-1, and no

significant pore pressure developed in the slower (10-' s-1) strain rate test. Since

the reduction in mean effective stress resulting from pore pressure build-up is not

enough to cause the observed reduction in strength, it appears that saturation may

have a small effect on strength through some other mechanism.

The permeability of the intact limestone was measured under hydrostatic loads

ranging from I to 150 MPa and under triaxial compression loading at confining

pressures up to 90 MPa. The variation in permeability under all loading

conditions investigated can be reasonably represented by an exponential function

of mean stress. No significant increase in permeability was observed due to

shearing of the limestone at low confining pressures.

* The permeability of three types of joints in Salem limestone was measured over

a range of joint normal stress conditions. The variation in joint permeability was

quantified in terms of both normal stress and joint aperture. In the tensile
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fracture and smooth ground joints, which were well mated, the joint would fully

close and joint flow became negligible in comparison with flow through the intact

portions of the rock at normal stresses of approximately 5 MPa. Due to slight

mismatches between the two sides of the synthetic joints, fluid flow through them

was approximately an order of magnitude higher than the other types of joints at

the same stress level.

A joint constitutive model was developed based on data from triaxial compression

tests on tensile fracture joints. It is an elastoplastic model based on a finite

thickness of joint. It includes strain softening and employs an non-associative

formulation to model the volume change resulting from joint shear deformation.

In addition to the main body of research that was performed on Salem limestone, this

contract sponsored ARA's participation in an interlaboratory test program conducted by the

Institute for Standards Research of the American Society for Testing and Materials to quantify

the precision and bias of standard test methods for rock. Tests conducted under this program

included ultrasonic wavespeed determinations, unconfined compression tests, splitting tensile

tests, and triaxial compression tests at pressures up to 40 MPa. The results of tests on Barre

granite, Berea sandstone, Salem limestone, and Tennessee marble are summarized in this report.
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APPENDIX A

PROFILES OF JOINT SURFACES

Test ID Joint Type Page

M6A2 Tensile Fracture A-2

M6A2 Tensile Fracture A-4

M9A2 Tensile Fracture A-6

M9B2 Tensile Fracture A-8

G20B2 Tensile Fracture A-10

G21132 Tensile Fracture A-12

M IOB2 Synthetic A- 14
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APPENDIX B

UNCONFIN"EP COMPRESSIVE TESTS WITH
POST FAILURE RESPONSE

Test ID Page

M12A1 B-2

M13B1 B-3

M13C1 B-4

M13E1 B-5

M13GI B-6

M13FI B-7

B-1



Unconfined Compression Test (M12A1)
Salem Limestone (SL21-B7)
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Uncunfined Compression Test (M13B1)
Salem Limestone (SL21-B11)
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Unconfined Compression Test (M1 3C 1)
Salem Limestone (SL21-B23)
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Unconfined Compression TesL (M13EI)

Salem Limestone (SL21-B22)
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Unconfined Compression Test (M13F1)

60 Salem Limestone (SL21-T7)
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Unconfined Compression Test (M13Gi)
Salem Limestone (SL21-T6)
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APPENDIX C

TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS ON

INTACT SPECIMENS

Test Hi) Confining Pressure Page
(MPa)

D6DO 25 C-2

D20BO 25 C-4

D4BO 25 C-6

D3BO 50 C-8

D5BO 50 C-10

D6BO 50 C-12

024E0 100 C-14

D7BO 100 C-16

025B0 200 C-18

D7DO 200 C-20

026B0 400 C-22

C-I



Triaxial Compression Test (D6DO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T1B), Uconr = 25 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D6DO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T18), aconf 25 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D2OBO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-B14), Oconf 25 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D2OBO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-B14), aconf = 25 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D4BO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T21B), ocor = 25 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D4BO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T21B), uCcon1 1  25 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D3BO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T16A), UcorIC = 50 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D3BO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T16A), rconr 50 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D5BO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-B21), uorI = 50 VPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D5BO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-B21), o 50 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D6BO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-B13), uor = 50 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D6BO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-B13), o = 50 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test. (024E0)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T9), Conf = 100 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (024E0)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T9), rconr = 100 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D7BO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T19), aonr = 100 MPaS300 ',
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Triaxial Compression Test (D7TBO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T19), Uconrf= 100 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (025B0)
Salem Limestone (SL20-B9), 0 cont-. 200 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (025BO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-B9), uonr = 200 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D7DO)
Salem Limestone (3L20-T13), aConf = 200 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (D7DO)
Salem Limestone (SI20-T13), Uor,, = 200 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (026B0)
Salem Limestone (SL2O-T1O),_c~o11f 400 MPa
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Triaxia] Comprcssion Test (026B()
Salem Limestone (SL20-T10), •onr = 400 MPa
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APPENDIX D

HYDROSTATIC COMPRESSION TESTS

Test ID Page

NLAO D-2

Y15AI D-3

Y15B1 D-4

Y16AI D-5

Y17A1 D-6

Y20A1 D-7

D-1



Hydrostatic Compression Test (NMAO)
Salem Limestone (SL20-Bi 1)
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Hydrostatic Compression Test (Y15A1)
Salem Limestone (SL21-T17)
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Hydrostatic Compression Test (Y15B1)
Salem Limestone (SL21-T1O)
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Hydrostatic Compression Test (Y16Ai)
Salem Limestone (SL21-B12)- 600 • "•"
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Hydrostatic Compression Test (Y17At)
Salem Limestone (SL21-B19
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Hydrostatic Compression Test (Y20A1)
Salem Limestone (SL21-T22)
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APPENDIX E

LUNIAXIAL STRAIN TESTS

Test ID Page

Y23A 1 E-2

U18AI E-5

U19A1 E-8

E-1



Uniaxial Strain Test (Y23A1)
Salem Limestone (SL21--T19)
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Uniaxial Strain Test (Y32 2-)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T'19)
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Uniaxial Strain Test (Y231,)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T19)
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Uniaxial Strain Test (U18A1).
Salern Limestone (SL21-B14)
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Uniaxial StTrain Test. (1B71)
Salem Limcsione (SLO.-B14)
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Salem Limestone (SL2O-B14)
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Uniaxial S-train T est (U19A1A
Salem Limestone (SL21-T20)
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Uniaxial Strain Test (U 19A1)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T20)
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Uniaxial Strain Test (U19A1)
Salem Limestone (SL20-T20)
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APPENDIX F

ASTM/ISR INTERLABORATORY COMPARISON TESTS
Test I D Material Test Type

G2SF' Barre Granite Unconfined F-2
G28H1 Ba-re Granite Unconlined F-3
G2SG I Barr, Granite Unconfined F-4
G28EI Barre Granite Uncilnvned F-5
G2SDI Barre Granite Uriconjined F-6
G28B1 Berea Sandstone LUnconfinc F-7
G2NAI Berea Sandstone Unconfined F-9
G28GI Berea Sandstone Unconfinej F-iO
G27F 1 Berca Sandstone Uneonfined F-1i
G27A I Salem Limestone Unconfincd F- 1
G27 81 Salem Limestone Uncon'In.. F-13
G27E1 Sah:m Linesione Unconlincd F-14
G2-C I Salem LUmestoie Unconfined :.!5
G23D 1 Salem Limcstone Unntined F-16

'9Ai- Ter,n -,: Marble 'nc:trtincd F-! 7
G29C L T.nnessce Marble Unconfincd F-i g
G29E1 Tennessee Marole Unconfined F-! 9
G29Di Tennessee Marble Unconfir-ed F-20
G29R, Tennessx Marbie Unconfired F-2 I
' E3 Larre Granite 1O MPa Triaxiai F-22
U3B3 Barre Granite 10 NIPa Triaxiai F-:3
U2F3 Barre Granite '0 MPa Triaxial F-24
U3A3 Barre Granite 10 MPa Triaxial F-25
U3B3 Barr-- Grante 25 M ia Triaxial F-2t,
U3C3 Barre Granite 25 MIPa Triaxial F-27
U3D3 Barre Granite 25 MPa Triaxial F-28
UJA3 Barre Granite 25 ,MPa Triaxial F-29
UL4B3 Barre Granite 40 NPa Triaxial F-30
U4E3 Barre Granite 40 MPa Triaxial F-31
U4C3 Barre Granite 40 MPa Triaxial F-32
U4D3 Barr i-ranite 40 %IPa Triaxial F-33
Y26C3 Bercu )andstone 10 \1Pa Triaxial F-34
Y26D3 Berea Sandstone 10 MPa Triaxaial F-35
Y26A3 Berea Sandstone 10 MPa Triaxial F-36
Y26B3 Berea Sandstone 10 MPa Triaxial F-37
Y27A3 Berca Sandstone 25 .IPa Triaxial F-38
Y26E3 Berea Sandstone 25 MPa Triaxial F-39
Y27B3 Berca Sandstone 25 MPa Triaxial F-40
Y27C3 Berca Sandstone 25 NIPa Triaxial F-al
Y27'E3 Berca .d,•ao 40 MPa Triaxial F-42
Y27 D3 Berea Sandstne 40 MPa Tr axial F.43
Y'3Al Berea Sandstone 40 NIPa Tr:axial F44
Y2,F3 Berca Sandstone 40 MPa Triaxial F-45
Y28D3 Tcnnesnee Marble 10 NIPa Tnaxial F-a6
Y28B3 Tennessee Marble 0 MIPa Triaxial F-47
Y28C3 Tennessee Marble 10 MPa Tnaxial F-48
UIA3 Tennessee Marble 10 MPa Triaxial F-49
U 11B3 Tennessee Marble 25 MPa Triaxial F-50
U I E3 Tennessee Marble 25 MPa Triaxial F-51
U IC3 Tennessee Marble 25 \IPa Triaxial F-52
U I D3 Tcnn'ssee Marble 25 MIP'a Triaxial F-53
U2C3 Tennessee Marble 40 M IPa Triaxial F-54
U2A3 lennesscc Marble 40 M Pa Tiiaxial F-55
UD3 Tener,cssee Marble 40 % Pa rriaxial F-56
U8B3 Tennessee Marble 40 MPa Triaxial F-57

F-1



Lnconfined ComIDression Test tG28FI)
Barre Granite (!jG/ 91," 1-7)
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Unconfined Compression Test (G28HI)
Barre Granite (BG/'91/2-15)
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Unconfined Compression Test (G2BGI)
Barre Granite (BGi"'91/"3-4)
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LUnconfied Compression Test (G28EI
Barre Granite EG, 91/5-)3 0 0 ,
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nUnconfined Compression Test I Gs 8DI)
Barre Granite BG/91,6-8)
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Unconfined Compression Test (G2B.63)
Berea Sandstone (BS/'91/9!-7/"1)
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Lnconfined Compression Test (G?8A1)
Berea Sandstone (BS/91//2-15)
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Unconfined Cornmression Test , C-27C, 1
Berea Sandstone Bz,. 91, 3-4)
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Unconfined Compression Test (iCG3Ci)
Berea Sanastone (BS.;'91,A4-i)
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Unconfined Compression Test (G 9TF1)
Berea Sandstone (BS"/91/4- 16)
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Unconfined Compression Test (G27Al)
Salem Limestone (SL/917,1-7)
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unconfined Compression Test (lG.,,7B1)
Salem Limestone (SL,"91,"2- 1tI
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Unconfine(d Compression Test tG27EE11)
Salem Limestone (SL,,91.3-3)
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Unconfined Compression Test (G27C1)
Salem Limestone (SL,/91/ 13-20)
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Unconfined Compression Test (G27D1)
Salem Limestone (SL/"91,/4-15)
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Uncorifined ComDression Test %G29A1!)
Tennessee Marbie TMt/ .11, 2-19)
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Unconfined ComnDression Test (G29Ci)
Tennessee Marbie JTMi 91,,3/ 2- B)
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Unconfined Compression Test (G29E1)
Tennessee Marble (TM/91,i'4/i1-2B)
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Unconfined Compressio., Test (G29D1)
Tennessee Marble (TM/i91/4i/2-5B)
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Unconfined Compression Test G29Bi)
Tennessee Marble (TMi 91, 4. 2-20)
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1Traxial Compression Test (U92E3)
Barre Granite (BG/ 91i 1-IB), u,,onf i0 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (U3B3)
Barre Granite (BG/91//1-8T), cornf = 10 NIPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (U22F3)
Barre Granite (BG//91i/3-1B), aon-- 10 MPa
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Triaxial Compresslon Test i. .3-)
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Triaxial Compression Test t U3E3)
Barre Granite (BGi911t -4B). O0 ¢onf 225 IPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (UL3C3)
Barre Granite (BG/92/1/'1-24), uconf = 25 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (U.3D3)
Barre Granite (BG/92/1/1-27), cori= 25 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (U"4A3)"j
Barre Granite (BG/92/1/"2- 13), Jcoff 25 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (U4B3)

Barre Granite (BG/91'/I-12B), acorjf 40 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (U4E3)
Barre Granite (BG/91i2-17T), ucorlf = 40 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (U4C3)
Barre Granite (BG/91/6-4T), goff = 40 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (tU4D2)
Barre Granite (BG,/921 1 -30.), (conf 40 MPa
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M -•26C3)Triaxial Compression Test '.26C3)
Berea Sandstone (BS, 91, 1-), j 10 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (Y26D3)
Berea Sandstone (BS/"92/7/'3-3), 7,conf 10 MPa
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Triaxial Compression Test (Y26A3)
Berea Sandstone (BS/92/7/3-8), Oconf 10 NMPa
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Triaxia' Compression Test (Y26E21
Berea Sandstone (3S,,92/8.13 10
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Triaxial Compression TeSt (I Y2,-V3'
Berea Sandstone (BS,.91 ,' 9T, gconf Mp
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Triaxial Compression Test. 'Y26E3)e, (B/1/92/,7,/ 35 ý, ,I a '.
Berea Sandstone (BS!92 1-10), 7conf
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Triaxial Compression Test (Y27B3)
Berea Sandstone (BS/92//7/2-16), Cr '25 MPa3co I ' 1 f
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Triaxial Compression Test (Y'7C2;
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